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Currently, 3.2-5.3 million Americans (1.1-1.7%) live with long-term disability resulting from 
acquired brain injury (ABI). Despite two to three million more being treated yearly for milder 
injuries and released without further services, those with enduring problems often require 
ongoing rehabilitation and support. The immediate and long-term costs of ABI are substantial, as 
are the burdens associated with lifelong sequelae. A clear understanding of prognostic 
indicators—only some of which have been identified—could assist in reducing these costs and 
burdens. Social support, which has been linked with physical health and function in populations 
across the world, is one likely indicator. Family stress, which may influence the availability of 
social support and which has been independently linked to functional outcomes in various 
populations, is another. Somewhat surprisingly, the relationship of either with functional 
outcomes in ABI has yet to be firmly established. Framed by the Stress-Buffering Model of 
social support, this study examined the extent to which family stress predicts physical function 
following ABI and whether and how social support moderates this relationship. Data for this 
study was obtained from a national brain injury database (OutcomeInfo). OutcomeInfo houses 
demographic, injury, medical, service, and administrative information, as well as ratings and 
scores from the Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory—Fourth Edition (MPAI-4). The MPAI-4 
is a questionnaire designed for use in post-acute rehabilitation and support programs, intended to 
allow facilities to track outcomes and changes throughout treatment. Bivariate Pearson and 
partial correlation were used in this study to gather preliminary information about the  
Stress-Buffering Model’s applicability within these post-acute services. Bivariate Pearson 
correlations revealed no significant relationships between family stress or friend support and 
physical function. Partial correlations revealed no significant relationships when controlling for 
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several personal and contextual variables both individually and concurrently. This study had 
several limitations, and results should not be generalized at this point. Despite the lack of 
significant results, this study presents a coherent conceptual framework within which to examine 
these relationships further and provides a research design upon which future investigators may 
build.  
Keywords: brain injury, rehabilitation, outcome, family stress, social support, friend  
support, physical function, Stress-Buffering, Mayo-Portland, MPAI-4 
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The Stress-Buffering Model of Social Support in Post-Acute Brain Injury Rehabilitation 
Chapter 1:  Review of the Literature 
Brain Injury Can Present Chronic Adaptation Challenges 
The term “acquired brain injury” (ABI) encompasses all injuries that cause damage to the 
brain and occur after birth (Visscher, van Meijel, Stolker, Wiersma, & Nijman, 2011). Acquired 
brain injuries can be divided into anoxic and traumatic varieties. Anoxic brain injury (AnBI) 
occurs when the flow of oxygen to the brain is decreased or interrupted, often during medical 
emergencies such as seizures or cardiac arrest (Cullen & Weisz, 2011). Traumatic brain injury 
(TBI) results from environmental insults—for example, motor vehicle accidents and sports- or 
military-related injuries (Cifu & Caruso, 2010). Traumatic brain injuries can be further classified 
as open (penetrating) versus closed (blunt) injuries. Open TBIs occur when an object fractures 
the skull and directly damages brain tissue. Closed TBIs occur when the head meets a blunt 
object or a rapidly moving pressure wave (e.g., the rapid rise in air pressure resulting from an 
explosion). Although closed injuries do not pierce the skull, they often result in bleeding 
underneath the skull and swelling that further damages brain tissue (Santiago, Oh, Dash, 
Holcomb, & Wade, 2012). 
Beyond the initial injury, which occurs immediately after impact as a result of direct 
trauma, there is the potential for secondary injury resulting from a TBI. Secondary injury can 
occur at any time during the acute recovery phase, resulting from complications such as brain 
swelling, free radical and/or oxidative damage (the inability of the body to effectively inhibit the 
harmful effects of free radicals in the brain), or dysfunction of neurons or support cells caused by 
the initial blow (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014). 
While some individuals regain most or all function during the acute recovery phase, 
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others experience lasting or even lifelong problems resulting from brain injury. Murphy and 
Carmine (2012) present an overview of the challenges that individuals with long-term, brain 
injury-related disabilities face. These challenges are so pervasive that the authors maintain that 
professionals and families should approach brain injury as a chronic disease, rather than as a 
curable injury.  They include problems with attention, memory, problem-solving, judgment, 
impulsivity, aggression, and apathy, as well as medical problems affecting metabolism, sleep, the 
brain, and the endocrine system and causing chronic pain and incontinence. Further, acute brain 
injury-related problems (e.g., swallowing difficulties, dystonia, and balance and sensory 
changes) can linger and even worsen throughout patients’ lifetimes.  
Brain injury can lead to Metabolic Syndrome, a disorder characterized by obesity, 
dyslipidemia, hypertension, and insulin resistance that increases the risk of cardiovascular 
disease and diabetes (Murphy & Carmine, 2012). A study by Prodam et al. (2008) of 54 
moderate and severe TBI patients found that features of Metabolic Syndrome are commonly 
diagnosed following TBI and that hypopituitarism, a condition resulting in deficiencies of one or 
more pituitary hormones, may exacerbate the metabolic effects of injury. According to 
Tanriverdi and Kelestimur (2015), hypopituitarism has recently been found to be quite common 
in TBI, affecting up to 50% of patients. The commonality of hypopituitarism may be partially 
due to the fact that although the pituitary gland itself is ensconced well within the brain, the 
pituitary stalk—connecting and carrying blood between the pituitary gland and the 
hypothalamus—is less protected and much more vulnerable to the effects of TBI (Klein, 2016). 
Although the majority of individuals with ABI require minimal resources following acute 
recovery, those with severe injuries often require lifelong care and support (Beecham, Perkins, 
Snell, & Knapp, 2009). An estimated 3.2–5.3 million Americans (1.1-1.7%) live with a 
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long-term disability resulting from a brain injury, including approximately 145,000 children and 
775,000 older adults (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014; Murphy & Carmine, 
2012). 
Several groups are at elevated risk. The age groups most likely to sustain a TBI 
requiring an emergency department (ED) visit or hospitalization are children age 4 or younger, 
adolescents aged 15-19 years, and adults age 75 or older. Older adults have the highest rates of 
TBI-related hospitalizations and deaths, with TBI accounting for just over half of all 
unintentional fall deaths and almost 10% of all fall-related hospitalizations among individuals 
age 65 and older (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014). 
Other characteristics that put individuals at higher risk for TBI, and for TBI-related 
disability, include sex (males account for 60% of all TBI-related medical visits in the U.S.), 
military involvement, and residence in rural areas. From 1990 to 1999, TBI-related 
hospitalizations in the U.S. Army decreased by 75%, likely due to injury prevention efforts and 
changes in hospital admission criteria. Recently, the advent of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) 
and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) has returned TBI to the forefront of public and research 
consciousness. Between 2000 and 2011, 4.2% of all service members were diagnosed with a 
TBI, with blast injury being a common cause. Service members who suffer a mild TBI (mTBI) 
may be at greater risk for long-term complications of both mTBI and Post-Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD), as a history of mTBI may put individuals at greater risk for developing PTSD 
(Summers, Ivins, & Schwab, 2009). Although the mechanism of this association is unclear, 
psychosocial factors may come into play because mTBI often occurs in the context of a 
traumatic event. In addition, it is likely that biological factors play a significant role. Mild TBI 
often involves damage to the medial prefrontal cortex, which plays a role in regulating the fear 
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response. Such an injury may also involve impairment in cognitive resources, leading to the 
maladaptive cognitive strategies that are a significant predictor of PTSD (Bryant, 2008).  
People with both mTBI and PTSD also have a greater risk of developing post-concussive 
symptoms than those who have either mTBI or PTSD alone (Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, 2014; Summers et al., 2009). Interestingly, Bryant (2008) notes the difficulty in 
differentiating post-concussive symptoms (e.g., difficulty concentrating) caused by severe stress 
from those caused by mTBI. Therefore, he emphasizes that service members with these 
symptoms should not necessarily be led to believe that they have a brain injury associated with a 
permanent change in functioning. In fact, post-concussive symptoms resulting from stress may 
be managed with evidence-based mental health treatment. Regardless of the mechanism of the 
association, the close comorbidity of mTBI and PTSD—for both of which service members are 
at elevated risk—speaks to the need for careful tracking and early, comprehensive treatment of 
TBI in the military. 
The prevalence of TBI-related disability is higher in rural areas (24%) than in urban 
(15%) or suburban (14%) areas. Rural populations face three unique barriers to adequate health 
care in general, and high-quality specialty care in particular. These are (a) availability, (b) 
accessibility, and (c) acceptability. The supply of qualified providers of specialty care is small, 
relative to the general population. In a review of recent studies on physician shortages in the 
U.S., the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC; 2012) noted that neurologists are 
especially scarce in rural areas, exemplified by their distribution of 11.02 per 100,000 people in 
Washington, DC and 1.78 per 100,000 people in Wyoming. Compounding the short supply of 
qualified providers, those who do exist are harder for patients to locate and reach across 
sometimes prohibitive geographic distances. Finally, anonymity or privacy in seeking care is less 
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tenable in rural than urban areas, with consequent greater fears of stigma and/or discrimination 
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2011). Even rural patients who do access 
specialized services typically do not fare as well as urban patients, perhaps due to reduced 
transportation options and resources for independent living. For instance, those participating in 
vocational rehabilitation in rural areas have poorer employment outcomes (7%) than those in 
urban areas (24%), which is problematic because gainful employment has been found to predict  
positive outcomes and life satisfaction following TBI (Johnstone, Reid-Arndt, Franklin, & 
Harper, 2006). 
The Incidence of Brain Injury is on the Rise in the United States 
Over the past two decades, the incidence of brain injury and its sequelae has risen 
substantially. Between 1995 and 2001, approximately 1.4 million Americans annually sought 
medical care for TBI (Summers et al., 2009). By 2010, this number had climbed to an estimated 
2.5 million. Between 2007 and 2010 alone, TBI-related ED visit rates rose by 56%. From 2001 
to 2009, ED visit rates for sports- and recreation-related concussions in children aged 0-19 years 
increased by 62% (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014). This rapid escalation in 
medically treated TBIs likely reflects greater public awareness of brain injury and, specifically, 
of sports concussions. This greater awareness has, in turn, extended the reach of brain injury 
prevention efforts and allowed for more widespread application of cutting-edge treatments.   
Advances in Prevention and Treatment are Extending Life while Increasing Costs 
The costs associated with ABI are substantial and have risen over the past decades. This 
is perhaps not surprising, given the groups most likely to experience a TBI. The lifetime costs of 
a serious brain injury sustained in childhood will be higher than those of a brain injury sustained 
in adulthood, simply by virtue of the length of life following the injury. And an injury sustained 
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in older adulthood brings with it extended—and therefore, costlier—hospital stays, along with 
poorer functional outcomes that necessitate a greater level of care. A significant portion of the 
overall costs of ABI in the United States are indirect, encompassing rehabilitation, care, and lost 
wages of those who cannot work due to the lifelong cognitive, behavioral, and medical sequelae 
that often result from such injuries. The direct costs of TBI in the United States in 2000 were 
estimated to exceed $60 billion, with an additional projected $326 billion in lost productivity 
(Finkelstein, Corso, & Miller, 2006)). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimated 
that short-term costs of TBI had risen to $76.3 billion by 2010 (McGuire, 2011).  
While the incidence of TBI has risen in the past 20 years, mortality rates from TBI have 
fallen steadily for nearly four decades. TBI mortality rates fell 22.6% from 1979 to 1992, and 
hospitalization following TBI fell 11.4% from 1989 to 1998. While hospitalization rates for mild 
and moderate TBI decreased substantially from 1980 to 1995, hospitalization rates for severe 
TBI rose during this same period. Injury prevention efforts and safety laws (e.g., seatbelt and 
helmet requirements) have led to reduced mortality (necessitating more hospitalizations), and 
reduced morbidity when injury does occur. During this same period, hospitals have trended away 
from inpatient stays toward outpatient procedures, driven by a combination of medical advances 
and cost containment pressures from third-party payers. High-quality treatments for severe TBI 
have developed rapidly in the last several decades, becoming more widely available and reducing 
mortality after severe injury (Summers et al., 2009). According to Reis and colleagues (2015), 
the newest treatments for TBI are based in stem cell research and nanotechnology. Other current 
treatments are improvements upon those in use for some time (e.g., induced hypothermia to slow 
brain swelling following injury). Thus, although brain injury incidence has risen—likely due to 
increased awareness and more individuals seeking treatment—mortality and hospitalization rates 
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have fallen. Over the last decade, hospitalization rates have stabilized while mortality rates 
continued to decline each year from 2007 to 2010 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
2014; Summers et al., 2009). 
Regardless of the type or cause of injury or the characteristics of the individual involved, 
ABI often necessitates physical, occupational, speech, recreational, cognitive, emotional, and 
vocational treatment and support. Due to the complex and wide-ranging needs associated with 
ABI, many people with more severe injuries participate in inpatient, outpatient, or residential 
post-acute rehabilitation (Braunling-McMorrow, Dollinger, Gould, Neumann, & Heiligenthal, 
2010; Hoffman, Shesko, & Harrison, 2010) or live in long-term supported housing, with some 
level of independence but with services readily available (Rog, 2004). Given the rising rate of 
survival after ABI, such facilities and services will likely see a continuous increase in census 
and, therefore, in costs. 
The rising costs and burdens associated with brain injury highlight the necessity of 
understanding and optimizing recovery patterns. The recent escalation in ABI incidence, the 
corresponding rise in survival rates, and resulting increase in the number of individuals in need 
of treatment and support draws attention to the need for efficient use of available resources in 
augmenting recovery. At the 1998 NIH Development Consensus Conference on Rehabilitation of 
Persons with Traumatic Brain Injury, Rosenthal (1998) noted that functional outcome 
measurement is useful in gauging the effectiveness of post-acute rehabilitation programming and 
determining the cost-effectiveness of specific interventions. Indeed, the significant portion of 
ABI-associated costs attributable to lost productivity suggests that functional outcome is an 
especially important recovery domain so that those with ABI may be adequately prepared for the 
physical demands of returning to the workforce. Unfortunately, the extent to which someone will 
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recover from ABI is not entirely predictable from the nature of the trauma alone. In fact, several 
personal and contextual factors have been found to predict functional outcome. Due to 
limitations of the data set that formed the basis for this study, not all predictive factors were 
addressed. Given the potential for interaction between the factors examined in this study and 
those not examined, however, a brief overview is warranted. 
Several Personal and Contextual Factors Influence Recovery Patterns 
Early access to appropriate rehabilitation services increases the likelihood of good 
functional outcomes. After a brain injury, early access to rehabilitation is one of the most 
influential factors in the prediction of functional outcome (Foster & Tilse, 2003; Leόn-Carriόn, 
Machuga-Murga, Solis-Marcos, Leόn-Domínguez, & Domínguez-Morales, 2013). In a study of 
58 patients with severe TBI, Leόn-Carriόn and colleagues found that those who began 
rehabilitation earlier than nine months post-injury had significantly better global functioning at 
discharge than those who began later.  
Unfortunately, only a fraction of those in need of brain injury rehabilitation routinely gain 
access to it (Foster & Tilse, 2003). Many of the personal and contextual factors that 
independently predict functional outcome following brain injury (e.g., injury severity, age, 
associated injuries, pre-trauma substance abuse, race and culture, sex, pre-injury education, type 
of injury, self-awareness; Foster & Tilse, 2003; Jourdan et al., 2013a; Mellick, Gerhart, & 
Whiteneck, 2003), also come into play in post-acute rehabilitation referral decisions. In other 
words, patients may be referred—or not—to rehabilitation based on factors other than need, 
thereby precluding their receipt of the known benefits of rehabilitation and compounding the 
negative influences already exerted by these personal and contextual factors. For example, 
Jourdan and colleagues (2013a) found living alone, belonging to a lower-income professional 
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category (e.g., white/blue-collar workers), and pre-trauma alcohol abuse to be significant 
predictors of being sent home without a referral to rehabilitation services following acute 
hospitalization. While the authors do not provide a definitive reason for the predictive power of 
these factors, they cite a model by Foster and Tilse (2003) in which subjective interpretations by 
medical professionals of recovery potential, capacity to cope, and potential for 
 independence—among other factors—were found to influence referral decisions. Jourdan and 
colleagues (2013a) assert that their results suggest similar influences. Further, they point out that 
the responsibility for referral decisions falls on both the referral source and the facility to which a 
patient is being referred—when rehabilitation facilities decline referrals, they tacitly 
communicate admission criteria and influence the nature of future referrals.  
Functional outcomes can vary widely across rehabilitation facilities. Even when 
rehabilitation is provided, functional outcomes may be affected by differences between facilities 
providing treatment. For instance, Dahdah and colleagues (2014) found significant variation in 
functional outcomes in patients admitted to 21 different rehabilitation facilities from 1999 to 
2008. While the cause of this variation is unclear, the authors suggest that it may be due to 
variability in staff and specialist availability, training, and experience; access to resources; and/or 
the time devoted to accurate assessment of needs and relevant treatment and discharge planning. 
In light of these differences, it is clear that both access to, and quality of, rehabilitation services 
are shaping functional outcomes. 
More severe injuries are associated with poorer long-term outcomes. Injury severity 
significantly predicts functional outcomes following acquired brain injury (Haffejee, Ntsiea, & 
Mudzi, 2013; Jourdan et al., 2013b; Ponsford, 2013). Lower scores on the Glasgow Coma Scale 
(GCS; Teasdale & Jennett, 1974), which is commonly used to assess severity at the time of 
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injury, are associated with poorer employment outcome and greater cognitive impairment. The 
GCS assesses eye opening, verbal, and motor responses, with possible total scores ranging from 
three to 15 points. Scores between three and eight points indicate severe injury, between nine and 
12 points moderate injury, and between 13 and 15 points mild injury. Length of post-traumatic 
amnesia (PTA) has been established as a stronger predictor of long-term outcome than GCS 
score, having been associated with functioning in self-care, living skills, relationships, and 
employment 10 years or more post-injury (Ponsford, 2013). PTA of one to 24 hours constitutes 
mild injury, 24 hours to seven days moderate injury, and more than seven days severe injury 
(Department of Defense and Department of Veterans Affairs, 2008). See Table 1 for a 
representation of these and other factors used to classify injury severity.  
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Table 1 
Factors Used to Classify Injury Severity 
Factor Mild Moderate Severe 














<24 hours 24 hours to 7 days >7 days 
Glasgow Coma Scale 
Score 
13 to 15 9 to 12 3 to 8 
Note. Adapted from Department of Veterans Affairs and Department of Defense Clinical 
Practice Guideline for the Management of Concussion-Mild Traumatic Brain Injury, 2016, 
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Older age predicts worse post-hospital functioning, but less injury-related distress. 
Older age has repeatedly been associated with poorer outcomes following ABI, having been 
linked with higher mortality, greater functional disability, and poorer employment outcomes 
(Haffejee et al., 2013; Jourdan et al., 2013b; Leong, Mazlan, Rahim, & Ganesan, 2013; Ponsford, 
2013). According to Rothweiler, Temkin, and Dikmen (1998), this relationship is generally 
linear, with poorer outcomes becoming more common as age increases. Conversely, other 
authors have suggested that older individuals may simply need more lengthy and intensive 
treatment to demonstrate the same gains as younger individuals (Mosenthal et al., 2004; Shah, 
Al-Adawi, & Burke, 2004). In comparing 18 patients over age 50 with 18 patients under age 50, 
all in post-acute rehabilitation following anoxic brain injury, Shah et al. found that the older 
patients made similar gains to the younger patients and were discharged home at similar rates. 
Likewise, in a multicenter study of 235 patients with mild TBI (44 of whom were over age 65), 
Mosenthal et al. (2004) found that older patients needed more inpatient rehabilitation and 
recovered more slowly than younger patients, but achieved similar functional outcomes given the 
time and the appropriate level of care. According to Shah et al., most studies examining the 
effects of age in brain injury focus on post-hospital, rather than post-rehabilitation, outcomes. 
Therefore, it is important to note that the relationship between age and functional outcome may 
change depending on the point in treatment at which this relationship is studied. 
While it is unclear exactly how age affects long-term outcome, several studies have 
identified greater cognitive decline in older adults with a history of TBI, as compared to healthy 
controls, across several decades post-injury. Interestingly, the distress associated with sustaining 
a brain injury at an older age tends to ameliorate much faster than the distress associated with 
sustaining such an injury earlier in life. This suggests that while those who are older at the time 
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of injury may experience poorer functional outcomes, they may be better able to cope with them 
(Ponsford, 2013). Ponsford speculates that older adults who sustain a brain injury derive comfort 
from having already accomplished much of what they intended to in life, while younger 
individuals are forced to more drastically adjust their expectations for the future. 
Associated injuries increase the likelihood of disability. Injuries to other areas of the 
body that occur in conjunction with a brain injury can, of course, exert substantial influence on 
functional outcomes. For example, in examining post-injury disability levels in 100 patients with 
mild TBI, Leong et al. (2013) documented that severe injuries to other parts of the body were 
associated with 12.7 times higher likelihood of disability at 18 months post-injury, even after 
controlling for other predictive factors including age, injury severity, presence of  
post-injury neurosurgical intervention, and presence of abnormal CT brain findings. Further, 
two-thirds of the patients with disabilities at 18 months attributed their disabilities to the 
associated injuries, either alone or in combination with other factors. Similarly, in her review of 
factors affecting functional outcome following brain injury, Ponsford (2013) cites findings that 
in individuals with moderate to severe TBI, the presence of limb injuries had a significant direct 
impact on return to employment one year post-injury, as well as an indirect impact due to the 
injuries’ influence on mood. This association was no longer present for the same cohort at five 
years post-injury, suggesting that associated injuries and/or emotional reactions to them may 
resolve with time (Ponsford, 2013).  
Pre-trauma substance abuse is a significant predictor of poor functional outcomes. 
In addition to influencing outcomes by rendering referral to rehabilitation less likely, pre-trauma 
substance abuse has been found to independently predict poorer functional mobility following 
ABI. In a study of 60 patients with TBI of mixed severity, Haffejee et al. (2013) found that the 
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functional mobility at hospital discharge of those who smoked cigarettes and drank alcohol was 
only half that of those who did not. According to the authors, little research has been carried out 
on the mechanism connecting alcohol and tobacco use with reduced mobility. They hypothesize 
that premorbid structural and functional brain abnormalities that are known to be associated with 
chronic smoking and drinking may be partially responsible for complicating TBI recovery. 
Ettenhofer, Melrose, Delawalla, Castellon, and Okonek (2012) also found substance abuse to be 
a significant predictor of poorer functional outcomes in Operation Enduring Freedom/Operation 
Iraqi Freedom (OEF/OIF) veterans with a history of ABI.  
Racial and cultural minorities generally have poorer functional outcomes than 
Whites. Like injury severity and age, race and culture have significantly and consistently 
predicted functional outcome following ABI, with minorities generally faring worse than Whites. 
In the United States, the odds of survival of African Americans after ABI are significantly lower 
than those of Whites. Further, African American survivors have consistently poorer functional 
outcomes than Whites, even after controlling for other influential factors (Ponsford, 2013; 
Sanchez-Ortiz et al., 2010). In Australia, culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) individuals 
with moderate to severe TBI were found to have poorer outcomes than  
English-speaking native Australians, despite similar levels of rehabilitation (Ponsford, 2013). 
Females often survive ABI at higher rates than males, although male survivors seem 
to attain higher end-state functioning. While sex is widely thought to influence functional 
outcomes after ABI, the nature and even direction of this influence remains unclear.  
Sanchez-Ortiz and colleagues (2010) studied 26,234 severe adult TBI patients admitted to 
Pennsylvania trauma centers between 1998 and 2007. Using logistic regression models adjusted 
for age, co-morbidities, injury mechanisms, and injury severity, among other factors, the authors 
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found that males had a lower likelihood of survival than females. The authors do not provide a 
hypothesized explanation for this trend, although a review of sex differences in brain injury by 
Hirschberg, Weiss, and Zafonte (2008) indicates that there may be widespread brain and/or 
hormonal differences favoring female survival after a variety of illnesses and brain insults. In rat 
models, females have a higher survival rate and less extensive brain pathology following 
ischemic stroke, as well as a 40% increase in survival time under hypoxic conditions, as 
compared with males. 
It is important to note that survival and functional outcome are distinct constructs that 
may be associated with sex in different ways. While some research suggests that males are less 
likely than females to survive following ABI, Sanchez-Ortiz et al. (2010) found that male 
survivors had better functional outcomes than female survivors in all measured domains (i.e., 
feeding, locomotion, expression, transfer mobility, and social interaction). Similarly, Haffejee 
and colleagues (2013) found that males had 2.59 times more functional mobility on hospital 
discharge than females.  
Ponsford’s (2013) review of factors influencing functional outcomes after brain injury 
suggests that sex, injury severity, and time since injury may all need to be factored in to predict 
functional outcomes. Specifically, when the injury is moderate to severe, males tend to recover 
functionality more quickly than females, but females eventually “catch up.”  Indeed, in one study 
focused on self-reported quality of life as a long-term outcome (among 275 individuals with a 
history of moderate to severe TBI who had been discharged from a rehabilitation hospital), 
females had a significant advantage over males at 9-24 years post-TBI. According to at least one 
study cited by Ponsford, women also do not demonstrate the same level of cognitive decline as 
do men at 27-48 years post-injury, perhaps contributing to their self-assessed quality of life in the 
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interim. In contrast to moderate and severe TBI findings, however, females with mild TBI 
consistently report more problems than males with mild TBI in the short- and long-term. 
Ponsford suggests that these differences may be due to females’ greater vulnerability to 
depression and anxiety, or to an as-yet undetermined difference in response style between men 
and women.  
Less pre-injury education is associated with less post-injury independence. In her 
review of factors contributing to functional outcomes following ABI, Ponsford (2013) also notes 
that research has consistently documented a positive association between pre-injury education 
and short- and long-term physical independence, community integration, and employment 
outcomes (cf. Haffejee et al., 2013; Jourdan et al., 2013b). Mushkudiani and colleagues (2007) 
found higher pre-injury educational levels to be weakly related to better outcomes in 2201 cases 
culled from the IMPACT database, even on multivariable analysis adjusting for age, motor score, 
and pupil reactivity. A study by Jeon and colleagues (2008) on a mixed-sex sample of 293 
patients with a history of head injury also supported the theory that higher educational levels are 
associated with better functional outcomes.  
The impact of education on brain injury outcomes has been attributed to the “brain 
reserve” and “cognitive reserve” hypotheses (Kesler, Adams, Blasey, & Bigler, 2003; Tucker & 
Stern, 2011). “Brain reserve” refers to measures such as brain size or number of neurons, while 
“cognitive reserve” refers to the efficiency with which brain reserve is used. Cognitive reserve is 
often operationalized using proxies such as educational level, IQ, literacy, and occupational 
attainment, and it is thought to predict cognitive functioning beyond physical pathology and 
brain reserve. It is important to note that many variables used to define cognitive reserve, 
including educational level, are associated with socioeconomic status (SES). Because SES is 
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independently associated with functional outcome following brain injury, it is important that 
researchers and post-acute care providers be aware of the  interactive effects of SES, educational 
level, and cognitive reserve, so as not to attribute an unwarranted level of predictive power to a 
single factor (Tucker & Stern, 2011).  
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is associated with better functional outcomes than 
anoxic brain injury (AnBI). As reviewed previously, ABI can be broken down into anoxic 
(AnBI) and traumatic (TBI) varieties, and TBI can be further divided into closed (blunt) or open 
(penetrating) injuries (Cullen & Weisz, 2011; Santiago et al., 2012). Cullen & Weisz found that 
individuals with TBI had better functional outcomes than those with AnBI. This is perhaps due 
to the fact that TBI tends to damage neuronal axons and result in the weakening or loss of certain 
functions, while AnBI may result in the death of entire neurons with more global consequences. 
Cullen and Weisz also found that those with cardiac-related AnBI had better functional outcomes 
than those with non-cardiac AnBI. The impact of closed versus open injuries on functional 
outcome is less clear. In general, the literature supports poorer functional outcomes in open TBI; 
however, at least one study found no functional difference between 63 individuals with 
gunshot-wound (open) and 402 individuals with non-gunshot-wound (closed) injuries (Santiago 
et al., 2012).  
Self-awareness is an important ingredient in successful treatment. According to 
Phillipi and colleagues (2012), the foundation of self-awareness is “Core Self-Awareness,” a 
basic form of self-consciousness that allows for a sense of separateness from, and ownership 
over interactions with, the environment. It is based on Damasio’s (1999) Protoself—a  
pre-conscious state, possessed even by single-celled protozoa, that serves as a reference point on 
which higher-order senses of self may build. Extended Self-Awareness builds from Core  
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Self-Awareness and involves a more elaborate self-concept constructed on a foundation of 
autobiographical knowledge. This knowledge includes memories, as well as representations of 
physical and mental traits. It allows for the existence of the “autobiographical self,” (Phillipi et 
al., 2012, p. 1) a sense of self that is shaped by past experiences and is able to envision and 
purposefully enact future moments (Ehrenfeld, 2015). The highest level of self-awareness, 
Introspective Self-Awareness, relies on higher-order cognitive functions such as attention and 
metacognition. It enables purposeful reflection on mental states, behaviors, and consequences, 
and allows for monitoring and development of accurate knowledge about the self (Phillipi et al., 
2012). It is this level of self-awareness—this ability to monitor oneself and detect and correct 
errors—that is most often studied in the context of acquired brain injury.  
Impaired self-awareness is common after ABI, with individuals making more mistakes on 
functional tasks and being less likely to self-correct errors (Sherer et al., 2003). While  
self-awareness may improve over time (Sherer et al., 2003), impairment in this area has been 
associated with poorer functional outcomes, particularly in employability and work status at 
rehabilitation discharge. The negative influence of deficient self-awareness on functional 
outcome begins with undermining the patient’s motivation for treatment (Ezrachi et al., 1991; 
Sherer et al., 2003). Individuals with more severe injuries—and, therefore, lower functional 
levels—upon admission to inpatient rehabilitation have been found to have less accurate 
awareness of their deficits, leading to lower motivation for remediating them (Mellick et al., 
2003).  
The predictive factors described above primarily pertain to the patient or her or his 
cultural context. A dimension of recovery that has been less well explored in the ABI literature, 
but well documented in other health related arenas, is the stress and corresponding support 
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capacity of the patient’s significant relationships. Specifically, family stress and friend support 
have been shown to directly influence physical health and function in several populations. 
Social Support is a Likely and Currently Under-Studied Predictor of Recovery Trajectory 
 Social support has a direct relationship with physical health and function. In 
populations across the world, lower levels of social support have been associated with increased 
risk of morbidity and mortality (Cohen, Underwood, & Gottlieb, 2000; Thoits, 2011; Uchino, 
2004). The health risks associated with lower social integration (i.e., lower levels of participation 
in a broad range of social relationships) have been found to be comparable to the risks of 
cigarette smoking, high blood pressure, and obesity. Even after controlling for these other, 
traditional risk factors, social integration remains a significant and comparably powerful 
predictor of mortality and other health status indicators.    
 Conversely, studies have documented the positive health effects of high levels of social 
support in older adults in Ireland and New Zealand (Golden, Conroy, & Lawlor, 2009; Stephens, 
Noone, & Alpass, 2014), caregivers and children affected by HIV/AIDS in developing countries 
(Casale & Wild, 2013), and survivors of gynecologic cancers in the United States (Carpenter, 
Fowler, Maxwell, & Andersen, 2010), among many others. Further, socially integrated 
individuals are less likely than those with low social integration levels to develop upper 
respiratory infections when experimentally exposed to the common cold or to have heart attacks, 
and are more likely to survive breast cancer (Cohen et al., 2000). Social engagement was 
associated with lower levels of physical disability in a study of 1,334 participants aged 65 or 
above without a history of ABI. Importantly, in their longitudinal study of 2,282 New Zealanders 
aged 54-70, Stephens et al. found support for directionality in the link between social support 
and health, in that the level of social support present in participants’ lives predicted mental and 
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physical health status two years later.  
Although the pattern of influence of social support on physical health has been well 
documented in many populations, this documentation is lacking for people with a history of ABI. 
Despite this gap in the literature, there is evidence that the size and characteristics of social 
support networks tend to follow a specific trajectory after someone suffers a brain injury. 
The decline of social support after brain injury may hinder recovery. Unfortunately, 
social support networks tend to gradually decline following brain injury, a time when this 
support may be particularly crucial to health and functional recovery. Friends distance 
themselves due to personality, speech, or other physical changes, the burden of being tasked with 
helping to care for their friend, or the realization that the disability has ceased to improve 
(Driver, 2005). Overwhelmed family members may be unsure how to communicate love and 
affection, or may feel unable to do so as a result of stress or confusion (Thoits, 2011; Uchino, 
2004).  
Family Stress is a Likely and Currently Under-Studied Predictor of Recovery Trajectory 
Family stress has an inverse relationship with physical health and function. Studies 
of several medical and non-medical populations have established an inverse relationship between 
family stress and physical health and function (Caserta et al., 2008; Kasper et al., 2008; 
Parkerson & Gutman, 1997). For instance, in a study of families in which parents expressed 
psychiatric symptoms (not necessarily as a result of ABI), Caserta and colleagues found that this 
stressor was linked to weaker immune function and higher frequency of illness in children. A 
study by Kasper and colleagues revealed that cumulative family stress—defined in this case by 
drug use, legal involvement, and high family conflict—over the previous three decades was 
strongly associated with low functional status in African American women at least 60 years of 
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age. Similarly, Parkerson and Gutman found lower family stress to be a predictor of better 
functional outcome in patients with end-stage renal disease. Consistent empirical support for the 
negative correlation between family stress and physical function invites further exploration of 
either construct as a predictive factor for the other. 
The increase in family stress after brain injury may exacerbate recovery challenges. 
Not surprisingly, family stress generally increases following ABI, may remain elevated long 
after the initial injury, and can have a significant negative impact on the cohesiveness and 
effective functioning of the family unit (Gan & Schuller, 2002; Groom, Shaw, O’Connor, 
Howard, & Pickens, 1998; Hall et al., 1994; Schönberger, Ponsford, Olver, & Ponsford, 2010). 
For example, Groom et al. found that relatives of 153 adults with a history of TBI had increased 
anxiety, emotional problems, and psychiatric problems compared to the general population. In a 
study of caregivers of 51 inpatients with TBI, Hall and colleagues found that these caregivers 
reported traditional indicators of distress—such as increases in medication and substance use and 
decreases in employment and financial status—over the two-year follow-up period. Similarly, a 
survey of 92 family members of 43 individuals with ABI revealed that relatives consistently 
identified more “distressed” (Gan & Schuller, 2002, p. 318) family functioning, as compared 
with ABI survivors themselves and with population norms. This distressed functioning was 
endorsed across all seven domains studied. It was characterized by changes in the quality and 
degree of connectedness among family members, family members’ roles and the whole family’s 
problem-solving ability, communication and affective expression, and the degree to which the 
family’s values aligned with their culture. 
Verhaege, Defloor, and Grypdonck (2005) note that family stress and family coping after 
ABI has been conceptualized as occurring in phases, although these phases are not necessarily 
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linear or universal. During the first phase, the family grows closer as members band together to 
support and stabilize the injured person. The second phase is characterized by relief that the 
injured person has survived, as well as denial and unrealistic expectations regarding recovery. In 
the third phase, family members experience a range of emotions including guilt, anxiety, 
depression, and a feeling of imprisonment as the extent of the impairments becomes clear. 
Finally, some families—though not all—reach a stage of sorrow, mourning, and role 
reorganization.  
The fact that some families do not reach the fourth phase sheds light on why aspects of 
family stress can remain elevated for as long as 10 to 15 years following an injury (Verhaege et 
al., 2004). In a critical review of 37 studies of family outcome following ABI, Perlesz, Kinsella, 
and Crowe (1999) reported on psychiatric and psychosocial family outcome trajectories. The 
authors note that over the first 12 months following ABI, marital functioning tends to deteriorate 
and family friction tends to increase. However, family friction generally stabilizes during the 
second year. Reported levels of anxiety and depression in family members remain stable during 
the first year post-injury, but may then increase for up to seven years. Subjective burden (a  
self-report rated on a scale from “I feel no strain as a result of the changes in my spouse/relative” 
to “I feel severe strain as a result of the changes in my spouse/relative;” cf. McKinlay, Brooks, 
Bond, Martinage, & Marshall, 1981) was found to increase between three months and five years 
post-injury and remain high even at seven years.    
These long-term increases in family stress and dysfunction have been specifically linked 
to the neurobehavioral and mood symptoms that can result from ABI (Groom et al., 1998; 
Schönberger et al., 2010). For example, in a survey of the relatives of 98 people who had 
sustained a severe TBI, Schӧnberger and colleagues found that the presence of behavioral and 
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mood changes in the injured individual were predictive of poor family functioning and           
depression and anxiety symptoms in relatives at two and five years post-injury. In the 
aforementioned study by Groom et al., a significant correlation was found between 
neurobehavioral symptoms and family dysfunction. Specifically, the authors note, the 
Neuropsychology Behavior and Affect Profile (NBAP; Nelson et al., 1989) domains of 
Depression, Inappropriateness, Pragnosia, and Indifference were most strongly associated with 
family functioning disturbances. As is the case with physical symptoms, the neurobehavioral and 
mood symptoms associated with increased family stress can grow worse as the injured individual 
ages (Murphy & Carmine, 2012), possibly contributing to longer-term family problems.  
Several Models Propose Mechanisms of the Social Support/Health Relationship 
Given the impact of family stress and social support on health in other populations, as 
well as the fluctuations in stress and support that often occur following ABI, the dearth of studies 
examining these potential influences on ABI recovery represents a significant gap in the current 
literature. This study is intended to begin to narrow this gap, and the first step in doing so is to 
identify a conceptual framework that addresses both social support and family stress. The 
following literature review provides a brief overview of several proposed mechanisms of the 
impact of social support on physical health. 
Several models have been proposed to explain the mechanisms by which social support 
influences physical health, including direct effect and indirect effect models. Direct effect 
models postulate that social networks: (a) influence health through peer pressure or social control 
of behaviors such as smoking, exercise, and diet; (b) can be sources of improved immune 
response or of greater motivation to care for oneself through the provision of constructs such as 
predictability, stability, purpose, belonging, self-worth, self-esteem, and feelings of efficacy and 
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control; and/or (c) increase one’s probability of having access to appropriate healthcare 
information, health services, and informal healthcare (Thoits, 2011; Uchino, 2004).  
 Christakis and Fowler (2009) note that behavior imitation, norms, or a combination of the 
two can account for much of the direct impact of social networks on health. In behavior 
imitation, the brain “practices” behavior by firing mirror neurons while watching someone else 
engaged in a behavior, thereby making that behavior (e.g., exercising, making healthy food 
choices, visiting a doctor) easier to carry out. Even when a person does not directly imitate the 
behavior of others, the norms of a social group influence whether certain characteristics and 
behaviors (e.g., being overweight, regularly drinking large amounts of alcohol) are acceptable. 
Notably, many health characteristics follow the “Three Degrees of Influence Rule” (Christakis & 
Fowler, 2009, p. 108): people who have a certain characteristic or exhibit a certain behavior are 
more likely to have friends, friends of friends, and friends of friends of friends with that same 
characteristic or behavior than would be expected due to chance. Given that health characteristics 
can resonate so far within a social network, one should be insulated with several degrees of 
positive behaviors and norms when attempting to engage in any positive health behavior 
(Christakis & Fowler, 2009). By extension, clients of post-acute brain injury rehabilitation and 
support programs may be helped by strong, integrated, and far-reaching social networks 
characterized by positive norms and allowing for imitation of positive health and rehabilitation 
behaviors.  
Extending beyond direct effect models, indirect effect models explore ways in which 
social support can influence physical health through impacts on some other aspect of life. For 
instance, Cohen et al. (2000) note that by regulating emotions and their associated physical 
changes, the presence of social support networks may also lead to the regulation of the 
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neuroendocrine, immune, and cardiovascular systems. One of the most well-known indirect 
effect models, the Stress-Buffering Model (Cohen & Wills, 1985), serves as the conceptual 
framework for this study and is discussed in depth below.   
The Stress-Buffering Model: Social Support Moderates the Stress/Health Link 
The Stress-Buffering Model proposes that social support exerts its influence by 
ameliorating the negative physical effects of stress. There are several proposed mechanisms by 
which the Stress-Buffering Model may operate. First, a critical link in the experience of stress is 
the appraisal process by which the individual weighs the gravity of the potentially stressful event 
against his or her perceived coping abilities. The presence of others who can provide the person 
with support can increase his or her self-perceived coping capacities, thereby reducing the 
intensity of the physical stress response. In fact, social support has been linked with decreased 
physical effects in response to such stressful events as unemployment, bereavement, and medical 
problems (Uchino, 2004).  
Similarly, Thoits (2011) proposes that social ties buffer the negative effects of stress on 
physical health through problem-focused or emotion-focused coping assistance. Network 
members provide problem-focused coping assistance by offering a new perspective on the 
problem, suggesting potential solutions, or exerting a direct impact on the situation itself. 
Similarly, they provide emotion-focused coping assistance by encouraging the person to talk 
about his or her feelings, offering a method of lessening the physiological stress response (e.g., 
alcohol or other substances), or helping to distract the person from the problem. It is important to 
note that Thoits does not suggest that all coping assistance strategies are necessarily adaptive 
(e.g., substance use). Whether adaptive or maladaptive, these strategies serve to lessen the 
perceived demands of a situation and/or the person’s appraisal of and reaction to those demands, 
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thereby reducing the physical and psychological sequelae of the stressor.  
Thoits (2011) and Uchino (2004) both note that stress-buffering may also operate via 
what Thoits calls emotionally-sustaining behaviors. In other words, the presence of social 
support (e.g., demonstrations of caring, love, understanding, valuing) may allow for increases in 
self-esteem and in feelings of control, mattering, and belonging, psychological resources that 
contribute to successful adjustment to stress. In fact, in a 2005 study of 247 Midwestern 
undergraduates examining the effects of certain facets of social support (i.e., belonging, 
disclosure, social intimacy, and tangible support) on physical health, Hale, Hannum, and 
Espelage found that belonging was a significant predictor of physical health. In women, a 
heightened sense of belonging positively influenced health perceptions, while in men, it reduced 
the number of physical symptoms present. Structural aspects of social support, such as group 
membership and size of social networks, provide the context for emotionally-sustaining 
behaviors (Uchino, 2004).    
In the case of someone who has sustained an ABI, changes in abilities and increased 
family stress may alter the availability of both emotionally-sustaining behaviors and the 
structural support that frames them. Immediately following injury, overwhelmed or confused 
family members and friends may offer altered or reduced expressions of love and understanding. 
As the injured individual discovers that he or she can no longer function in a vocational setting 
and provide for loved ones, he or she may experience lowered self-esteem. He or she may also 
feel a reduced sense of belonging as social contacts drop away. Unfortunately, based on Thoits 
(2011) and Uchino’s (2004) models, a dearth of emotionally-sustaining behaviors or the 
structural aspects that frame them may have a significant negative impact on stress response, 
physical health, and functional recovery.  
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Just as Thoits (2011) and Uchino (2004) treat the topic of how social support intervenes 
in the relationship between stress and physical health, Cohen and Wills (1985) address the 
question of precisely where the buffering effect occurs. The authors propose that  
stress-buffering most often occurs at one of two points in the chain linking stress and health. 
First, buffering may occur directly after a stressful event by precluding a physiological stress 
reaction. The perception that social support is available and that others will provide necessary 
coping resources attenuates the appraisal process outlined by Uchino (2004). With the extra 
resources provided by others, the situation is not appraised as beyond the individual’s coping 
abilities (Cohen & Wills, 1985) and does not precipitate a stress reaction. Second, social support 
may intervene after this physiological stress reaction has already begun. The presence of social 
support may attenuate the negative physical symptoms caused by the stress reaction by rendering 
the neuroendocrine system less reactive to the perceived stress, thereby reducing the impact of its 
activity on other bodily systems. Further, social support may intervene at this point by 
facilitating healthy behaviors that could offset negative health consequences.  
Cohen and Wills (1985) note that the Stress-Buffering Model was once challenged by a 
theory known as the artifact hypothesis. The artifact hypothesis maintained that buffering effects 
observed in the literature can be accounted for by confounding stress with “social exits” (p. 
318)—life events that involve a shift in social resources (e.g., moving, divorce, family death). 
Because social exit events often result in at least a temporary loss of social resources, stress and 
support measures taken in the midst of these events may tap the same construct—changes in 
social relationships—rather than independently examining stress and social support. In their 
meta-analysis, however, Cohen and Wills found clear buffering effects in studies in which there 
was no correlation between stress and support measures, while no buffering was apparent in 
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studies with explicit confounding between stress and social exit events. This observation 
provides evidence for the existence of true stress-buffering effects in the social support literature. 
Application of the Stress-Buffering Model to Acquired Brain Injury is Timely and Relevant  
  Given that heightened family stress has been associated with poorer physical functioning 
in other populations, it is not unreasonable to postulate that it will have the same influence on 
individuals receiving post-acute brain injury rehabilitation and support services. Sustaining an 
ABI constitutes a potent stressor, and people in this situation are in dire need of strong social 
networks to buffer the stress of the event itself, the long road to recovery, and the upheaval in 
family functioning that is likely to ensue. Oftentimes, the opposite effect occurs. Recall Driver’s 
(2005) explanation of social support trajectories following ABI. Due to the shrinking of support 
networks during this time, as well as changes in the interpersonal interactions occurring within 
these networks, it is very likely that those who have sustained an ABI are unable to take full 
advantage of any buffering effects that social support provides. A deeper understanding of the 
interplay between stress, social support, and physical function in the context of post-acute ABI 
treatment will help to clarify the prudence of certain interventions, such as facilitating access to 
the low-stress social networks that have contributed to the maintenance of physical health and 
function in other groups.  
Application of the Stress-Buffering Model in post-acute brain injury rehabilitation and 
support programs will provide another piece of the puzzle that is facilitating optimal recovery. 
Should family stress be established as a significant predictor of functional outcomes, 
professionals can use this knowledge to craft new interventions aimed at reducing this stress and, 
in turn, increasing the likelihood of good functionality. Similarly, establishment of social support 
as a significant factor in the physical health and function of this population may lead to the 
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integration of more socialization into active interventions, as well as into the milieu of 
rehabilitation and support facilities. Further, better understanding of the impacts of family stress 
and social support on functional outcomes can contribute to the education of family and friends, 
guiding them to make informed choices and engage in behaviors that may facilitate their loved 
one’s optimal recovery. 
An archive of data from the Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory—Fourth 
Edition (MPAI-4) can facilitate exploration of this application. An archive of data from the 
Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory-Fourth Edition (MPAI-4; Malec, 2005) questionnaire 
presents a unique opportunity to explore the relationships between family stress, friend support, 
and physical function in clients of post-acute brain injury rehabilitation and support programs. 
The MPAI-4 questionnaire and its relevant items, which include assessments of family 
functioning, social engagement, and physical function, are discussed further in Chapter 2. The 
full MPAI-4 rating form and administration manual can be accessed, free of charge and in 
several languages, on the website of The Center for Outcome Measurement in Brain Injury 
(COMBI). In 2007, James F. Malec, Ph. D., developer of the MPAI-4, and Thomas Murphy, 
CEO of software development company Inventive Software Solutions, partnered to begin 
development of OutcomeInfo, a national MPAI-4 database. OutcomeInfo’s development has 
largely been funded by grants from the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke 
(NINDS) of the National Institute of Health (NIH). Inventive Software Solutions currently 
manages the database and continues to enroll new care providers (Inventive Software Solutions, 
2012). 
OutcomeInfo allows for the input of demographic, injury, medical, service, and 
administrative information, as well as MPAI-4 ratings and scores. A major aim of the database is 
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to allow individual rehabilitation facilities to compare their data with—and analyze it in relation 
to—regional or national data and to easily track outcomes and changes over the course of 
rehabilitation (Inventive Software Solutions, 2012). The Pennsylvania Association of 
Rehabilitation Facilities (PARF), which has permitted me access to its data, currently has 
information and MPAI-4 scores for over 200 Intensive Residential Rehabilitation and over 400 
Long Term Supported Living patients housed in OutcomeInfo.  
This Study Addresses Several Questions about Stress-Buffering in Acquired Brain Injury 
Given the rising personal, familial, and societal costs and burdens associated with  
ABI-related disability, the value of identifying reliable predictors of functional outcome is clear. 
While several predictors are currently recognized, family stress and social support have yet to be 
studied in this context despite their well-established links to physical health and function in many 
other populations. The purpose of this study was to examine the hypotheses that (a) family stress 
and social support are independently related to functional status after ABI and (b) the  
Stress-Buffering Model of social support provides a viable conceptual framework in which to 
couch these relationships. Specifically, the study is intended to examine whether family stress 
and friend support are related to concurrent physical function, whether family stress level is 
independently predictive of later functionality, and whether and how social support buffers the 
effect of family stress on functioning.  
Research Questions. Research questions addressed by this study, along with associated 
hypotheses, were as follows: 
1. Are family stress and friend support at Month 6, Month 12, and Month 18 of  
post-acute rehabilitation/support services related to concurrent physical function?  The 
hypothesis was that at each time point, both family stress and friend support would be 
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related to concurrent physical function at a statistically significant level.  
2. Is family stress at Month 6 predictive of physical function at Month 18?  The hypothesis 
was that family stress at Month 6 would be a statistically significant predictor of physical 
function at Month 18. 
3. Does cumulative friend support (averaged over Months 6, 12, and 18) moderate the 
relationship between family stress at Month 6 and physical function at Month 18?  The 
hypothesis was that cumulative friend support would act as a statistically significant 
moderator of the relationship between family stress at Month 6 and physical function at 
Month 18. 
4. Does the degree of change in friend support over time (between Months 6 and 18) 
moderate the relationship between family stress at Month 6 and physical function at 
Month 18?  The hypothesis was that the degree of change in friend support over time 
would act as a statistically significant moderator of the relationship between family stress 
at Month 6 and physical function at Month 18. 
A Medium Effect Size is the Smallest that is Practically Meaningful in this Context 
Abelson (1995) maintains that the raw magnitude of an effect or the size of the observed 
difference between group means (in this case, the difference in physical function outcome across 
levels of Family Stress) is extremely helpful in evaluating the strength of a study’s conclusions. 
For the purposes of this study, a medium-sized effect was considered meaningful. Cohen (1992) 
describes a medium-sized effect as one that is detectable without the help of statistical analyses, 
although deliberate observation is necessary in order to see it. This effect size was chosen 
because, in my experience, individuals in post-acute rehabilitation are often focused on 
functional improvement as an avenue to allow for greater independence or for movement to a 
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less restrictive setting. As such, a medium effect size is the smallest that would constitute a 
meaningful change in functioning. An effect size of a smaller magnitude would likely have little 
impact on an individual’s everyday life, social interactions, or living arrangements. In the 
presence of at least a medium-sized effect, however, interventions targeting family stress and 
friend support have the potential to be practically beneficial.  
Power analysis was based on this medium-sized effect.  This study sought to achieve 
power of .80 and an alpha level of .05. Therefore, at least 85 participants were required in order 
to perform the bivariate Pearson correlation analysis planned for Research Question #1. At least 
67 participants were required for the multiple regression analyses planned for Research 
Questions #2, #3, and #4 (Cohen, 1992). As such, a sample size of at least 85 cases was sought.  
Summary 
The incidence of acquired brain injury (ABI) is on the rise in the United States, and 
several groups—including youth, older adults, males, military members, and rural residents—are 
at elevated risk not only for sustaining an ABI, but also for ending up with a long-term,  
ABI-related disability. With 3.2 to 5.3 million Americans (1.1-1.7%) currently living with such 
disabilities, the lifetime costs of acute medical care, post-acute rehabilitation and support, lost 
wages, and other associated expenses currently number in the hundreds of billions. As injury 
prevention efforts are implemented and treatment advances are made, these costs continue to 
rise, highlighting the necessity of optimizing recovery and restoring more injured individuals to 
functional independence. Unfortunately, it is impossible to predict how well one will recover 
from ABI based on the nature of the injury alone. Personal and contextual factors such as early 
access to rehabilitation, injury severity, age, associated injuries, pre-trauma substance abuse 
status and education level, race and culture, sex, type of injury, and level of self-awareness all 
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influence the recovery process.  
There is reason to speculate that social support and family stress also influence this 
recovery process. The presence of social support has been found to have a positive impact on 
physical health in many populations across the world. Social support networks tend to decline 
after ABI, as friends begin to feel overwhelmed by permanent changes in the injured individual. 
In contrast, family stress—which generally increases following ABI—has been found to have a 
negative effect on physical health and function in several groups, including medical and 
psychiatric populations. Several potential mechanisms of the relationship between social support 
and health have been proposed. Perhaps the most widely known model that incorporates both 
stress and social support is the Stress-Buffering Model, which proposes that social support 
influences physical health by ameliorating or negating the negative physical effects of stress. 
Given the presence, trajectories, and potential impacts of both of these constructs following ABI, 
whether the Stress-Buffering Model applies to clients of post-acute ABI rehabilitation and 
support programs presents a timely and relevant research question. This study is intended to 
explore this question by examining ratings on the Mayo-Portland Adaptability  
Inventory—Fourth Edition (MPAI-4), a questionnaire designed to assess the overall functioning 
of clients in the aforementioned settings. MPAI-4 ratings, as well as personal and contextual 
information pertinent to functional recovery after ABI, are available through OutcomeInfo, a 
national MPAI-4 database.  
 Research questions for this study were designed to address the concurrent relationships 
between family stress, social support, and physical function at three different time points; the 
predictive power of family stress on physical function outcomes one year later; and the 
moderating effects of social support on this predictive relationship. The study intended to seek a 
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medium effect size with power of .80 and an alpha level of .05, necessitating a sample size of at 
least 85 cases.   
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Chapter 2: Methods 
Data Collection Procedures 
The Pennsylvania Association of Rehabilitation Facilities (PARF) collaborative group, 
one group of facilities currently contributing data to OutcomeInfo, approved my request to use 
the data archive as specified above. The data set was culled from available records,  
de-identified, and released to me by Mr. Thomas Murphy, CEO of Inventive Software Solutions, 
the company managing OutcomeInfo.  
Inclusion criteria. The data set provided to me was based on inclusion criteria 
established through collaboration between Mr. Murphy and myself, as well as input from my 
dissertation committee members and members of the PARF collaborative group. Because of the 
limited size of the archival data set, cases that met the majority—but not all—of the 
demographic- and injury-related criteria were not excluded from this study. Therefore, these 
inclusion criteria were somewhat aspirational and several unknown values remained for the 
majority of variables. The established criteria specified that each case include ratings on  
MPAI-4 items #1, #2, #6, #21, and #23 at each of three time points: 6, 12, and 18 months  
post-admission to a PARF facility. The criteria also called for the following demographic and 
injury information on each case: (a) sex, (b) race, (c) type of injury, (d) age at time of injury, (e) 
pre-injury education level, and (f) time since injury. Acceptable time since injury for this study 
was specified as 5 years (1,826 days) or less—the smallest time frame that allowed for an 
adequate sample size, given the available data.  
Archival Data Set 
As of the time of data extraction (July 30, 2015), this data set contained information on 
over 200 Intensive Residential Rehabilitation and over 400 Long-Term Supported Living 
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patients. Demographic information housed in this data set included (a) birth year, (b) sex, (c) 
race, and (d) age at admission. Injury information included (a) injury type, (b) injury year, (c) 
age at injury, (d) time since injury at admission, (e) current time since injury, (f) specific cause of 
injury, (g) cause of any previous brain injuries, (h) whether a coma or loss of consciousness 
(LOC) occurred following the current injury, (i) length of coma or LOC, and (j) Glasgow Coma 
Scale (GCS) score immediately following injury. Medical information included (a) brain  
injury-related ICD-9 diagnoses, (b) other ICD-9 diagnoses, and (c) MPAI-4 ratings and scores. 
Service information included (a) year of admission, (b) length of stay (LOS), (c) whether the 
patient has been discharged, (d) year of discharge (if applicable), (e) the type of program in 
which the patient is currently enrolled (if applicable), and (f) the type of program in which the 
patient spent the majority of his or her treatment time. Administrative information included the 
patient’s funding type.  
 Sample. The sample provided by Mr. Murphy consisted of 102 cases that met the 
inclusion criteria specified. Seventy-four individuals were male and 28 were female. Five were 
Black/African American (not of Hispanic origin), 56 were White (not of Hispanic origin), five 
were Hispanic/Latino, and 36 were of unknown race. Six had a history of anoxic brain injury, 
two brain tumor, 62 closed brain injury, seven disease, 11 open brain injury, seven stroke/CVA, 
three “other,” and four unknown. Age at the time of injury ranged from 16 years to 63 years. 
Time since injury at the time of admission to a PARF facility ranged from 31 days to 1,281 days 
(3.51 years). One individual had less than eight years of pre-injury education, 41 had between 
nine and 12 years, 11 had between 13 and 20 years, two had more than 21 years, and 31 had 
unknown pre-injury education levels. The data set also included the MPAI-4 ratings specified in 
the inclusion criteria.  
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Measures 
The Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory—Fourth Edition (MPAI-4). The  
Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory—Fourth Edition (MPAI-4) is a 37-item questionnaire 
designed to assess various areas of functioning in individuals in post-acute rehabilitation 
following acquired brain injury (Malec, 2005). It is divided into four sections: (a) Abilities, (b) 
Adjustment, (c) Participation, and (d) Pre-Existing and Associated Conditions. Items are rated on 
a 0-4 scale (guidelines are provided for rating each level) by a single professional, professional 
consensus, the individual with ABI, or a significant other. Raw scores for the Abilities, 
Adjustment, and Participation subscales, as well as a total score formed from these three 
subscales, are calculated and converted into standard scores, providing an overview of the 
individual’s functioning at a given point in time. The MPAI-4 is designed to be  
repeatable—generally every three to six months—and is intended to assist with clinical 
evaluation of and treatment planning for individuals with brain injuries, as well as with the 
evaluation of the rehabilitation programs serving these individuals (Malec, 2005).    
The MPAI-4 contains several items that are relevant to the questions posed by this study 
(see Appendix A). Item #21 (Family/Significant Relationships) assesses the level of stress 
present in the individual’s family, specifically in terms of its impact on effective family 
functioning. Ratings on this item constitute the “Family Stress” variable in this study. Item #23 
(Social Contact with Friends, Work Associates, and Other People who are Not Family, 
Significant Others, or Professionals) assesses the individual’s level of involvement with these 
people in relation to the level that is considered “normal” for his or her age. Ratings on this item 
constitute this study’s “Friend Support” variable. The “Cumulative Friend Support” variable was 
obtained by averaging scores on this item for each of the three specified time points. The 
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“Change in Friend Support” variable was obtained by calculating the number of Likert scale 
points’ difference—positive or negative—between Friend Support at Month 6 and Friend 
Support at Month 18. Finally, the “Physical Function” variable was the average of Item #1 
(Mobility), Item #2 (Use of Hands), and Item #6 (Motor Speech) from the Abilities subscale of 
the MPAI-4. These items are assessed in terms of the percentage of time in which a problem 
interferes with activities.  
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Chapter 3: Results 
Data Cleaning and Preparation 
 The initial sample provided by Mr. Murphy for this study included 102 individual cases 
with the requested MPAI-4 ratings and information on sex, race, type of injury, age at time of 
injury, time since injury, and pre-injury education levels. Before performing any statistical 
analyses, I set out to ensure that all statistical assumptions associated with my proposed analyses 
were met. In particular, I evaluated the legitimacy of treating MPAI-4 items as interval-level data 
(the level required for my planned analyses) and assessed for univariate normality, bivariate 
normality, and linearity of the data. 
Treatment of MPAI-4 items as interval-level data. The MPAI-4’s somewhat unusual 
structure calls into question its use as interval-level data, relevant to this study because  
interval-level variables are required to run both bivariate Pearson correlation and multiple 
regression analyses. The Likert response format provided with the relevant Physical Function 
items is as follows: 0 = no problem; 1 = mild problem that does not interfere with activities (may 
use assistive device or medication); 2 = mild problem, interferes with activities 5-24% of the 
time; 3 = moderate problem, interferes with activities 25-75% of the time; 4 = severe problem, 
interferes with activities more than 75% of the time. The response formats provided with the 
Family Stress and Friend Support items are similar (Malec, 2005). 
Some variables used in this study are made up of individual MPAI-4 items (i.e., Family 
Stress; Friend Support), while others are made up of the mean of several items (i.e., Physical 
Function; Cumulative Friend Support). In determining whether the items that constitute these 
variables should be treated as interval-level data, it is important to distinguish between the 
response formats and the underlying scalar properties of the items. The response formats of 
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MPAI-4 items can be classified as Likert-type, as Likert’s original intention in creating this 
method of measurement was that the intervals between labels be equidistant (Uebersax, 2006). 
As noted above, this is not the case on the MPAI-4. In fact, it is also not the case on most Likert 
and Likert-type items, as the intervals between labels are not often operationalized (e.g., the 
distance between “somewhat agree” and “neutral” may be different for different individuals. 
This interval may also be different than the distance between “neutral” and “somewhat disagree” 
for the same individual.). Therefore, most Likert and Likert-type items are considered to yield 
ordinal data.  
In contrast to the properties of the MPAI-4 response format, the questionnaire’s 
underlying scalar properties can easily be argued to be at least interval-level due to the fact that 
the numerical labels are described using percentages. Percentages are often considered to be 
ratio-level data, because they have an absolute zero point and allow for a distinct and equidistant 
degree of difference between points (Korey, 2013). Thus, while individual MPAI-4 items may at 
first glance appear to be ordinal-level (i.e., numerical labels run from zero through four with no 
meaningful zero point and unequal distances between labels), in reality they are interval-level; 
they run from 0% to 100%, with a meaningful zero point and equidistance between each 
percentage point. 
It is worth noting that while some variables (i.e., Family Stress; Friend Support) are 
simply made up of Likert-type items, other variables (i.e., Physical Function; Cumulative Friend 
Support) can themselves be considered small Likert scales. According to Uebersax (2006), a 
Likert scale measures a construct by adding or averaging a person’s responses across all items in 
order to yield a single score. Because these small Likert scales are made up of items that have at 
least interval-level scalar properties, they too can be considered to constitute at least  
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interval-level data. The MPAI-4 subscales, themselves small Likert scales, have also been treated 
as interval-level data by James F. Malec, Ph.D., developer of the questionnaire. In a study of 489 
traumatic brain injury rehabilitation patients, Altman, Swick, Parrot, and Malec (2008) used 
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to analyze MPAI-4 total and subscale scores. The use of 
ANCOVA requires that the data being analyzed be either interval- or ratio-level.   
Univariate and bivariate normality. I examined histograms of all relevant data to 
ensure that Family Stress, Friend Support, Cumulative Friend Support, Change in Friend 
Support, and Physical Function values were normally distributed. I also examined scatterplots to 
assess for bivariate normality and linearity of the data. 
 Upon examination of histograms (see Appendix B), Family Stress and Friend Support at 
6, 12, and 18 months post-admission to post-acute services were found to be sufficiently 
normally distributed so as not to violate the assumptions of my analyses (see Figures B1 through 
B6). The distributions of Cumulative Friend Support (see Figure B7) and Change in Friend 
Support (see Figure B8) were also acceptable. In contrast, the Physical Function histograms 
revealed a significant floor effect: distributions of Physical Function scores at Month 6, Month 
12, and Month 18 were asymmetrical, with the majority of scores falling at the low end of the 
rating scale (see Figures B9 through B11). Upon examination of scatterplots (see Appendix C), a 
significant lack of bivariate normality was noted in the sample. Most of the scatterplots involving 
Months 6, 12, and 18 of Family Stress, Friend Support, and Physical Function demonstrated 
scores on the X-axis that were evenly distributed—rather than normally distributed—across 
scores on the Y-axis, and vice versa (see Figures C1 through C7 and Figure C9). Scatterplots 
involving Cumulative Friend Support and Change in Friend Support scores showed more random 
distribution—scores on the X-axis showed no discernible pattern across levels of scores on the 
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Y-axis, and vice versa (see Figure C8 and Figures C10 through C12). These issues were 
addressed as follows.  
Transformation of the Physical Function variable. In order to normalize the distribution 
of the physical function variable, an arcsine transformation was applied. Appendix D shows the 
distributions of the transformed Physical Function variable for each month (see Figures D1 
through D3). The normality of the distribution achieved by this transformation was deemed to be 
acceptable based on Puth et al.’s (2014) finding that Pearson’s r is robust to certain levels of non-
normality. Specifically, the authors compared the power and Type I error rates produced by the 
standard t-test used in Pearson’s r to those produced by the Spearman exact test, rank-based 
inverse normal (RIN) transformation, permutation, and univariate bootstrapping across five 
different distribution combinations. The distributions of the two variables correlated were (a) 
normal and normal, (b) normal and heavy-tailed, (c) normal and asymmetric-heavy tailed, (d) 
heavy tailed and heavy tailed, or (e) asymmetric-heavy tailed and asymmetric-heavy tailed. For 
the first three distribution combinations, the authors found that Type I error rates produced by the 
standard t-test were similar to those produced by other methods. In terms of power, the RIN 
transformation outperformed all other methods except the standard t-test. Between RIN and the t-
test, there was no clear pattern of superiority. The distribution of my transformed Physical 
Function variable was asymmetric, but not heavy-tailed. Because the variables with which 
Physical Function was correlated were all normally distributed, I determined that my distribution 
combinations all fell within either the first or third category, and that the transformed distribution 
of the Physical Function variable rendered Pearson’s r and its associated t-test appropriate.         
Outlier removal. In order to address the lack of bivariate normality in my sample, I 
decided to consider removal of bivariate outliers. Outliers can exert strong influence on 
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correlations, so their removal can yield more accurate estimates of population values (Osborne & 
Overbay, 2004). Outlier removal can also increase bivariate normality, which Warner (2012) 
maintains is a statistical assumption that must be satisfied to attain meaningful bivariate 
correlations. 
There are potential costs to outlier removal that must be considered. First, there is the 
possibility that outliers observed in the sample represent true aberrations in the population 
distribution, such that their removal may distort real relationships. In fact, how true this is 
depends on the shape of the population distribution. In a normally distributed population, most 
data points in a random sample will come from the center of the normal curve. Therefore, there 
is approximately a 1% chance that an outlier will be observed in this situation (Osborne & 
Overbay, 2004). In a non-normally distributed population, however, the chances of observing 
outliers may be much higher. Although these data points are classified as outliers, their removal 
may mask patterns of interest that would otherwise be uncovered.  
Second, there is the question of removing the “right” outliers. Unfortunately, there is no 
generally accepted definition of what constitutes an outlier. Some researchers consider any data 
point that is three or more standard deviations from the mean to be an outlier, while others prefer 
to rely on visual inspection of the data. Still others define an outlier as any data point that is 
likely to have undue influence on statistical outcomes (Osborne & Overbay, 2004). Given this 
controversy, it can be difficult to know which outliers to remove from a sample. Removal of 
different data points will change statistical outcomes in different ways. 
Certain of these potential costs were very relevant to this study. First, my outliers may 
have been true aberrations in the population distribution, as not all of my variables were 
normally distributed. Therefore, I had to consider whether outlier removal would result in a loss 
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of valuable information. Second, I felt that the risk of removing the “wrong” outliers was 
especially applicable. There were very few clear-cut outliers, as there was no central cluster of 
data points in most of my scatterplots.  
Despite the potential costs, the extreme lack of bivariate normality in my scatterplots led 
me to determine that at least some outlier removal was warranted. I knew that absolute bivariate 
normality would not be attainable, given that this would require a level of outlier removal that 
would have rendered my sample size too small for my planned analyses. I visually inspected the 
original scatterplots and identified the most notable outliers in each. I then listed the outliers 
identified in each scatterplot and removed those cases most commonly listed, leaving 88 cases. I 
created new scatterplots using these 88 cases and repeated the process, resulting in the ultimate 
removal of 16 outliers and a final sample of 86 cases. While more outliers could be noted 
visually, I deemed it impossible to remove any more, due to the need to retain at least 85 cases 
for my planned analyses. Outlier removal resulted in histograms very similar to those produced 
from the original data set with the exception of further normalization of Physical Function 
distributions (see Figures E1 through E3 in Appendix E). Outlier removal also brought the data 
closer to bivariate normality. Bivariate scatterplots of the data after arcsine transformation and 
outlier removal are shown in Appendix F.     
Absence of linear relationships. Based on the visual inspection of scatterplots both 
before and after transformation and outlier removal, the relevant variables were determined to 
have little to no linear relationship to one another. In the interest of attempting deeper 
exploration of the data, I ran preliminary analyses in SPSS to determine whether the data fit any 
of several non-linear regression models (e.g., quadratic, cubic). The data proved to be a poor fit 
for all models included in these preliminary analyses. Therefore, Research Questions #3 and #4 
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were ultimately not addressed by this study. I carried out bivariate correlations despite this  
non-linearity because in my scatterplots, it was possible for more than one data point to occupy 
the same space due to the nature of the MPAI-4 scoring system. I hypothesized that due to this 
“weighting” of the scatterplots, bivariate Pearson correlations had the potential to reveal a greater 
degree of linearity than could be observed visually. 
Consideration of Type I error. Given the large number of correlation analyses 
performed in this study, consideration of the possibility for Type I error was warranted. I 
performed 36 correlations in each given set, or family. With the alpha level set at .05, one would 
expect 5% of correlations (approximately two in each family) to emerge as statistically 
significant by chance, even if the null hypothesis were true. In the entire study, I performed 288 
correlations, resulting in an expectation that approximately 14 to 15 correlations would reach 
statistical significance even if the null hypothesis were true.  
I did not initially plan to correct for Type I error, as my original study design consisted of 
36 bivariate Pearson correlations and two multiple regression analyses, each with two predictors. 
Given the exploratory nature of the study, I deemed the likely rate of false positives within this 
design—5%, or approximately two correlations in the entire experiment—to be acceptable. I felt 
that Type I error correction would unnecessarily increase the likelihood of false negatives, 
potentially obscuring interesting patterns for further study. 
When initial correlations revealed no significant relationships and I decided to run partial 
correlations, I considered the use of several correction procedures including the Bonferroni 
procedure (Dunn, 1961) and the slightly less conservative Holm-Bonferroni procedure (Holm, 
1979), both of which control family-wise error rate. I also considered the much less conservative 
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995), which controls false discovery 
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rate (FDR). According to McDonald (2014), the Benajmini-Hochberg procedure requires that 
individual tests be independent of one another; therefore, my comparisons of each construct with 
every other construct rendered this procedure inappropriate for my analyses. Consideration of the 
Bonferroni and Holm-Bonferroni procedures quickly revealed that these corrections would prove 
much too conservative, rendering corrected alpha levels of less than .001. Further, I determined 
that my sample size of 86 cases was too small to support almost any reduction in alpha  
level—conservative or not—while maintaining power. According to Cohen (1992), a sample size 
of at least 85 participants is needed to detect a medium effect with an alpha level of .05 and 
power of .80, which Warner (2012) cites as the lowest level generally accepted as reasonable for 
a research study. Reducing my alpha level even to .01 with a sample size of 86 would lower 
power to just under .60 (Cohen, 1988), a level that I deemed unacceptable. Therefore, I chose not 
to correct for Type I error, maintaining an awareness of the need to interpret any significant 
results with extreme caution.  
This study’s very high family-wise and experiment-wise error rates present a challenge to 
using a pure statistical significance approach in presenting and interpreting results. Therefore, in 
addition to noting statistical significance, I will also examine whether correlations met Cohen’s 
(1992) definition of a medium effect—the effect size that this study was intended to detect. 
Because a statistically significant correlation emerging by chance is unlikely to be part of a 
strong, readily discernible pattern, my presentation and interpretation of results also takes into 
account the emergence of patterns and their potential meaning for my results as a whole.  
Participants 
 Following data cleaning and preparation, the sample included 86 individuals with a 
history of any type of brain injury and who had participated in post-acute brain injury 
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rehabilitation or support services at a Pennsylvania Association of Rehabilitation Facilities 
(PARF) facility as of the time of data extraction on July 30, 2015. Demographic and injury 
information gathered included sex, race, type of injury, age at time of injury, time since injury, 
and pre-injury education levels.  
Sample Characteristics 
Following data cleaning and preparation, the sample consisted of 86 individual cases with 
requested MPAI-4 scores. Sixty-two (72.09%) participants were male and 24 (27.91%) were 
female. Forty-seven (54.65%) were White, four (4.65%) Black/African-American, five (5.81%) 
Hispanic/Latino, and 30 (34.88%) were of unknown race. Three (3.49%) had eight years of 
education or less, 28 (32.56%) nine to 12 years, 24 (27.91%) 13 to 20 years, 2 (2.33%) 21 or 
more years, and 29 (33.72%) unknown education levels (see Table 2 for a representation of sex, 
race, and pre-injury education). Eleven (12.79%) participants had a history of open brain injury, 
51 (59.30%) closed brain injury, two (2.33%) brain tumor, seven (8.14%) stroke/CVA, six 
(6.98%) disease, four (4.65%) anoxia, two (2.33%) other brain injury, and three (3.49%) 
unknown injury type (see Table 3 for a representation of injury type). Four (4.65%) participants 
were in the 15-19 age range, 10 (11.63%) in the 20 to 24 range, 20 (23.26%) in the 25 to 34 
range, 18 (20.93%) in the 35 to 44 range, 17 (19.77%) in the 45 to 54 range, 10 (11.63%) in the 
55 to 64 range, and seven (8.14%) of unknown age (see Figure 1 for a graphic representation of 
age distribution). The distribution of time since injury at admission to post-acute services is 
shown in Figure 2.   
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Figure 1. Age at time of injury, in years.1  
                                                 
1 1 Age group divisions based on those used by Faul, M., Xu, L., Wald, M.M., & Coronado, V.G. (2010). Traumatic 
Brain Injury in the United States: Emergency Department Visits, Hospitalizations, and Deaths 2002-2006. Atlanta, 

















Age at Time of Injury (Years) 
Table 3 
Injury Types 
 Frequency Percentage 
Open Brain Injury 11 12.79% 
Closed Brain Injury 51 59.30% 
Brain Tumor 2 2.33% 
Stroke/CVA 7 8.14% 
Disease 6 6.98% 
Anoxia 4 4.65% 
Other 2 2.33% 
Unknown 3 3.49% 
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Figure 2. Days since injury at admission.  
 
As noted, some cases were missing values for race, type of injury, age at time of injury, 
time since injury, and pre-injury education levels. These cases were included anyway because 
within the limited data available, I deemed it more important to remove bivariate outliers than to 
remove those cases with missing demographic and injury variables.     
Tests of Research Questions 
Research question #1: Are family stress and friend support at month 6, month 12, 
and month 18 of post-acute services related to concurrent physical function? I hypothesized 
that family stress and friend support would be related to concurrent physical function at the 
specified measurement points. In order to test this hypothesis, I conducted bivariate Pearson 
correlations to examine whether a linear relationship existed between any of the specified 
variables at any of the specified measurement points (see Table 4).  
Correlations between family stress and concurrent physical function did not meet the 


















Days Since Injury at Admission 
Time Since Injury at Admission (Days) 
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not signify that the relationship in question is absolutely not present in the population under 
study. Rather, it indicates that the high probability of observing these effects even in the absence 
of a reliable relationship renders it impossible to say with confidence that they represent a true 
population effect. Therefore, based on this study, it is unclear whether family stress and 
concurrent physical function are related in patients of post-acute brain injury rehabilitation and 
support services. These relationships’ failure to reach a medium effect size (.30; Cohen, 1992) 
does signify that should they ultimately prove reliable in this population, they would likely not 
prove practically meaningful in an applied setting.  
Correlations between friend support and concurrent physical function at months 6 and 12 
also did not reach statistical significance, again representing an inability to declare with 
confidence whether they constitute a true relationship in the parent population. They also failed 
to reach a medium effect size, meaning that any existent relationships would likely not prove 
practically meaningful in post-acute brain injury rehabilitation and support facilities. The 
correlation between friend support and concurrent physical function at month 18 met the 
threshold for statistical significance, but did not reach the level of a medium effect. Statistical 
significance would typically indicate that if this relationship did not truly exist there would be 
less than a 5% chance of observing it in this sample and, therefore, it likely represents a reliable 
population effect. However, taking into consideration this study’s family-wise error rate calls this 
conclusion into question. As discussed previously, approximately two correlations in this family 
would be expected to emerge by chance even if no relationships existed in the full population. 
Eighteen correlations emerged as statistically significant in this family; however, this 
relationship is the only one that does not constitute part of a discernible pattern. Therefore, it is 
still impossible to say with confidence whether this relationship exists reliably in the parent 
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population. Should the relationship prove to be present, its failure to reach a medium effect size 
suggests that it would not be practically meaningful to brain injury rehabilitation and support 
services patients. 
Although not directly related to my research questions, multicollinearity between family 
stress and friend support emerged as an interesting pattern in initial bivariate Pearson 
correlations. With the exception of the relationship between 18-month family stress and 6-month 
friend support, all concurrent and non-concurrent correlations between the two constructs met 
the threshold for statistical significance. This indicates that if each of these relationships did not 
reliably exist, the chance of observing them in this sample would be less than 5%. Although no 
correlation in this pattern reached the level of a medium effect, several approached this level 
closely and all surpassed the level of a small effect. While each of these correlations is certainly 
vulnerable to this study’s high experiment-wise error rate, the consistency of the pattern and the 
effect sizes is supportive of the presence of a true association in the population under study.  
Research question #2: Is family stress at month 6 predictive of physical function at 
month 18?  I hypothesized that family stress at month 6 would be a significant predictor of 
physical function at month 18. Preliminary information regarding this question was gathered 
using bivariate Pearson correlation to assess the presence or absence of a linear relationship that 
may prove to be predictive upon further analysis. The correlation between 6-month family stress 
and 18-month physical function (r=-.081, p=.461; see Table 4) was in the expected negative 
direction, but did not approach statistical significance. The absence of statistical significance 
here translates into an inability to report with confidence whether or not the weak correlation 
observed represents a true population effect. The inability to identify the presence or absence of a 
relationship between these two constructs translates further into an inability to make a definitive 
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statement about the quality of the predictive relationship. The correlation also failed to reach a 
medium effect size (.30; Cohen, 1992), indicating that any relationship present in the population 
would likely not prove practically meaningful in an applied setting.    





Correlation Table for Analysis of Question #1 
 
  FST6 FSU6 PFX6 FST12 FSU12 PFX12 FST18 FSU18 PFX18 
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Note. Variables in this table have been abbreviated:  FST = Family Stress; FSU = Friend Support; PFX = Physical Function. The 
number following the abbreviation represents the month from which the data was taken. ** denotes correlation is significant at the 
0.01 level (2-tailed). * denotes correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).  
  




Partial correlations controlling for demographic and injury variables. Based on the 
lack of statistical significance observed in initial bivariate correlations, I decided to run partial 
correlations controlling for some of the demographic and injury variables that are known to 
independently predict functional outcome after ABI. I hypothesized that controlling for these 
variables might reveal relationships that had previously been obscured by their effects. Partial 
correlations were run controlling individually for participant’s sex (see Table 5), race (see Table 
6), type of injury (see Table 7), age at injury (see Table 8), time since injury at admission to a 
PARF facility (see Table 9), and pre-injury education level (see Table 10). Another partial 
correlation was then run controlling for all of these demographic and injury variables 
simultaneously (see Table 11).  
Among all sets of partial correlations, findings concerning the relationships between 
family stress and concurrent physical function were very similar to findings revealed in initial 
bivariate Pearson correlations.  No concurrent relationships between these two constructs 
reached the threshold for statistical significance. This indicates that the probability of observing 
these effects in the absence of a reliable relationship is high enough that I cannot state with 
confidence whether this relationship is present in the population. All of these concurrent 
relationships failed to reach a medium effect size, as well(r=.30; Cohen, 1992). A similar pattern 
emerged for friend support: in all sets of partial correlations, relationships between friend support 
and concurrent physical function at months 6 and 12 failed to reach a medium effect size or meet 
the threshold for statistical significance.  
The relationship between friend support and concurrent physical function at month 18 
varied among sets of partial correlations in terms of effect size and statistical significance. In the 
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sets controlling for pre-injury education and all demographic and injury variables 
simultaneously, this relationship did not meet the threshold for statistical significance or reach 
the level of a medium effect. In the sets controlling for injury type, age at injury, and time since 
injury, the relationship met the threshold for statistical significance, but did not reach the level of 
a medium effect—mimicking the findings revealed in initial bivariate correlations. In the set 
controlling for race, the relationship met the threshold for statistical significance and reached the 
level of a medium effect.  
As in initial bivariate Pearson correlations, it is important to consider the probabilities 
associated with these findings. Recall that with 288 correlations performed in this study, one 
would expect approximately 14 to 15 to reach statistical significance by chance, even if no 
relationship existed in the parent population. Outside of the family stress/friend support 
multicollinearity pattern, only nine correlations in the entire experiment—including both initial 
bivariate and partial correlations—reached the level of statistical significance. Therefore, it is 
entirely possible that all could represent false positives.  
The relationship between 6-month family stress and 18-month physical function did not 
meet the threshold for statistical significance in any set of partial correlations, nor did it reach the 
level of a medium effect. The absence of statistical significance translates into an inability to 
state with confidence whether this effect exists in the population under study and, therefore, into 
an inability to make a confident statement about the status of the predictive relationship. The 
failure to reach a medium effect size suggests that any relationships that are present likely would 
not be strong enough to prove practically meaningful to patients of brain injury rehabilitation and 
support programs.      
The multicollinearity between family stress and friend support generally continued when 
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partial correlations were run, although the level to which it was present varied among sets. 
Notably, eight of the nine concurrent and non-concurrent family stress and friend support 
relationships met the threshold for statistical significance in the sets controlling for sex and 
injury type, with the relationship between 12-month family stress and 12-month friend support 
reaching a medium effect size in the set controlling for sex. In other sets controlling for 
individual variables, statistical significance was achieved in one-half to two-thirds of the nine 
possible correlations. These results indicate that a portion of the relationship between family 
stress and friend support may be attributable to the fact that they are both independently related 
to race, age at injury, time since injury, and pre-injury education level. When all demographic 
and injury variables were controlled for simultaneously, no family stress/friend support 
relationships met the threshold for statistical significance, or reached the level of a medium 
effect.   
The similarity of partial correlation results to those results revealed in initial bivariate 
correlations indicates that known predictors of functional outcome following ABI did not 
obscure any relationships between family stress, friend support, and physical function in this 
sample. In addition, it is clear that each of these known predictors influenced the 
multicollinearity between family stress and friend support, to varying degrees. When all known 
predictors were controlled for, this multicollinearity disappeared, along with any significant 
correlations that had existed in previous sets. Therefore, it can also be inferred that the 
relationship between family stress and friend support did not obscure any relationships that either 
construct may have had with physical function.  
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Table 5 
 
Partial Correlations Controlling for Participant’s Sex 
 
  FST6 FSU6 PFX6 FST12 FSU12 PFX12 FST18 FSU18 PFX18 
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Note. Variables in this table have been abbreviated:  FST = Family Stress; FSU = Friend Support; PFX = Physical Function. The 
number following the abbreviation represents the month from which the data was taken. ** denotes correlation is significant at the 
0.01 level (2-tailed). * denotes correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 6 
 
Partial Correlations Controlling for Participant’s Race 
 
  FST6 FSU6 PFX6 FST12 FSU12 PFX12 FST18 FSU18 PFX18 
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Note. Variables in this table have been abbreviated:  FST = Family Stress; FSU = Friend Support; PFX = Physical Function. The 
number following the abbreviation represents the month from which the data was taken. ** denotes correlation is significant at the 
0.01 level (2-tailed). * denotes correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).  
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Table 7 
 
Partial Correlations Controlling for Participant’s Type of Injury 
 
  FST6 FSU6 PFX6 FST12 FSU12 PFX12 FST18 FSU18 PFX18 
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Note. Variables in this table have been abbreviated:  FST = Family Stress; FSU = Friend Support; PFX = Physical Function. The 
number following the abbreviation represents the month from which the data was taken. ** denotes correlation is significant at the 
0.01 level (2-tailed). * denotes correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 8 
 
Partial Correlations Controlling for Participant’s Age at Injury 
 
  FST6 FSU6 PFX6 FST12 FSU12 PFX12 FST18 FSU18 PFX18 
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Note. Variables in this table have been abbreviated:  FST = Family Stress; FSU = Friend Support; PFX = Physical Function. The 
number following the abbreviation represents the month from which the data was taken. ** denotes correlation is significant at the 
0.01 level (2-tailed). * denotes correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 9 
 
Partial Correlations Controlling for Participant’s Time Since Injury at Admission 
 
  FST6 FSU6 PFX6 FST12 FSU12 PFX12 FST18 FSU18 PFX18 
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Note. Variables in this table have been abbreviated:  FST = Family Stress; FSU = Friend Support; PFX = Physical Function. The 
number following the abbreviation represents the month from which the data was taken. ** denotes correlation is significant at the 
0.01 level (2-tailed). * denotes correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).  
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Table 10 
 
Partial Correlations Controlling for Participant’s Pre-Injury Education Level 
 
  FST6 FSU6 PFX6 FST12 FSU12 PFX12 FST18 FSU18 PFX18 
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Note. Variables in this table have been abbreviated:  FST = Family Stress; FSU = Friend Support; PFX = Physical Function. The 
number following the abbreviation represents the month from which the data was taken. ** denotes correlation is significant at the 
0.01 level (2-tailed). * denotes correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).  
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Table 11 
 
Partial Correlations Controlling for All Demographic and Injury Variables 
 
  FST6 FSU6 PFX6 FST12 FSU12 PFX12 FST18 FSU18 PFX18 
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Note. Variables in this table have been abbreviated:  FST = Family Stress; FSU = Friend Support; PFX = Physical Function. The 
number following the abbreviation represents the month from which the data was taken. ** denotes correlation is significant at the 
0.01 level (2-tailed). * denotes correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 
The expectation for this study was that it would provide evidence supporting the 
applicability of the Stress-Buffering Model of social support to people with a history of ABI 
participating in post-acute rehabilitation and support services. I intended to assess this 
applicability using archival data from OutcomeInfo, a national database being built to house 
demographic, injury, medical, service, and administrative information on such individuals. 
Although the nature of my particular data set ultimately precluded a full evaluation of the 
applicability of this model in this setting, this study represents a preliminary exploration of the 
subject and creates a foundation on which future researchers may build. Given the dearth of 
statistically and practically significant relationships observed in this study, this discussion first 
focuses on potential reasons for this surprising outcome. I then highlight limitations of this study 
that may have had a further impact on the findings and present future directions that researchers 
in this area may wish to explore.  
Absence of Anticipated Significant Relationships May be Explained by Several Factors 
ABI may be an inherently different construct than others studied in relation to 
family stress and friend support, rendering the Stress-Buffering Model inapplicable. While 
the recovery trajectories of many different illnesses and injuries—including ABI—are thought to 
be influenced by family stress and social support, ABI is unique in that its occurrence seems to 
directly influence the trajectories of these constructs. In fact, several sources maintain that levels 
of family stress and social support each tend to follow a distinct pattern after injury (Driver, 
2005; Gan & Schuller, 2002; Groom et al., 1998; Hall et al., 1994; Schönberger et al., 2010). 
Interestingly, this does not appear to be the case for all populations that are influenced by stress 
and social support. For instance, in a study of 72 breast cancer survivors, Lebel, Rosberger, 
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Edgar, and Devins (2007) found that survivors reported very few problems with family and 
friends (e.g., perceived lack of support in relation to cancer) at 3, 7, 11, and 15 months  
post-diagnosis, and at 6 years post-diagnosis. Therefore, it appears that family stress and social 
support trajectories may stay relatively stable after a cancer diagnosis, and not be directly 
influenced by that diagnosis. In this context, then, these constructs are likely outside forces that 
are independent of the illness.  
In contrast, the family stress and social support examined in this study as potential 
predictors of ABI outcomes were themselves likely influenced by the occurrence of the ABI. 
This raises the question of whether the family stress and social support observed here are 
somehow different than family stress and social support that have not been influenced by the 
occurrence of some illness or injury. Should this be the case, it is reasonable to speculate whether 
the predictive effects of family stress, as well as the buffering effects of social support, operate 
differently in this context than they do in the context of other illnesses, injuries, or conditions in 
which they have been studied.          
This study’s variables may lack sufficient construct validity. This study was designed 
using MPAI-4 Item #21 as a representation of family stress, Item #23 as a representation of 
friend support, and the average of Items #1, #2, and #6 as a representation of physical function. 
While the MPAI-4 and its subscales have been found to have high construct validity, to my 
knowledge there have been no studies testing the construct validity of individual items. Further, 
the construct validity of the Physical Function variable is certainly unknown, since this variable 
was created for this study. The uncertainty around the construct validity of this study’s variables 
represents a compelling possibility regarding the absence of significant relationships. While 
variables seem to have face validity, I do not know whether Item #21 accurately represents 
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family stress, whether Item #23 accurately represents social support, or whether my Physical 
Function variable accurately represents the functional capacity of the individuals assessed. If not, 
the applicability of the Stress-Buffering Model was not truly examined, and it follows that the 
anticipated relationships would not be observed.  
The “Friend Support” variable is likely measuring structural, rather than 
functional, social support. The difference between structural and functional social support, and 
their respective impacts on physical health and function, may be a key contributor to the absence 
of the anticipated relationships in this study. Functional social support can be equated to the 
emotionally-sustaining behaviors described by Thoits (2011). According to Cohen and Wills 
(1985), this functional support is about perception—an individual with functional support feels 
as though outside resources are available to help combat stressful events. In contrast, structural 
support describes the physical framework from which these resources are obtained. It refers to a 
person’s membership in groups, as well as to the existence and size of his or her social networks.  
Two facts suggest that item #23 of the MPAI-4 (this study’s “Friend Support” variable) 
may tap into structural, rather than functional, social support. First, the MPAI-4 is designed to be 
completed either by a single professional, professional consensus, the individual with ABI, or a 
significant other. The data set used in this study did not include information on who completed 
the questionnaire in each case. This omission leaves open the possibility that clients’ levels of 
social support were rated by others according to observable structures, rather than according to 
any perceptions held by the client. Second, the wording of the item—which refers to social 
contact with specific sets of people—primes the rater to attend more closely to structural support 
than functional, even if the rater is the individual with ABI.  
According to the current literature, structural support and functional support influence 
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physical health and function in unique ways. Specifically, in his proposed framework, Uchino 
(2009) takes a lifespan perspective and argues that perceived support is more strongly linked to 
chronic disease than is received support, due to its links with early familial and developmental 
experiences. Received support, in contrast, is more situation-based, and its influence on health 
and function likely has more to do with how well it matches up to current situational stressors. In 
their original work on the Stress-Buffering Model, Cohen and Wills (1985) found that functional 
support buffered the effects of stress more so than did structural support. Given Cohen and 
Wills’ (1985) findings, Murphy and Carmine’s (2012) assertion that brain injury should be 
regarded as a chronic disease, and the possibility that this study’s Friend Support variable largely 
tapped structural support, it is entirely possible that buffering effects involving functional 
support were missed.  
Information from different raters may have reduced the linearity of the data. As 
noted previously, the data set for this study did not include information on who completed the 
questionnaire in each case—a single professional, professional consensus, the person with ABI, 
or a significant other. Self-report and other-report measures have been shown to differ 
significantly in several populations, including individuals with a history of ABI. In a study of 
267 adults with primarily moderate and severe TBI, Hart and colleagues (2003) found significant 
differences between patient and family report of neurobehavioral symptoms at one year  
post-injury, with patients generally reporting less frequent problems. Johnson, Filliter, and 
Murphy (2009) uncovered a similar pattern in a study of perceptions of autistic traits and 
empathy in 20 youths with Autism Spectrum Disorders. Specifically, these youths consistently 
reported fewer autistic traits and higher levels of empathy than did their parents. This difference 
was not significant in the 22-youth control group.  
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In a study of 134 people with ABI participating in outpatient rehabilitation, Malec (2004) 
found significant differences among rater groups (i.e., person with ABI, significant other, and 
staff) on MPAI-4 subscales and individual items. In discussing the patterns and potential sources 
of rater bias associated with these findings, Malec notes that significant others reported high 
levels of impairment across subscales. In contrast, people with ABI tended to minimize concerns 
relating to the Adjustment and Participation subscales. Those with ABI did rate themselves as 
more impaired, on average, than did staff. This pattern may be reflective of impaired  
self-awareness in that those with ABI were able to recognize the existence of impairments but 
not the impact that these impairments had on adjustment and participation. Finally, staff tended 
to underestimate the impact of impairments on the everyday lives of ABI patients.  
Malec’s (2004) findings highlight a primary problem caused by the absence of rater 
information in this study. Beyond just the split between self- and other-reports, the differences 
among reports by ABI patients, significant others, and staff may represent a need to treat these 
ratings as three separate data sets. The potential presence of reports by all of these raters in my 
data set may partially explain the extensive spread of ratings on one variable across levels of 
another, which may have precluded more linear relationships from emerging. Had reports by the 
three rater groups been physically split into different data sets, each may have demonstrated 
more linearity than did the data used in this study.         
Limitations 
Lack of normality of the Physical Function variable. The lack of normality of the 
Physical Function variable warrants brief discussion. The variable’s non-normal distribution 
necessitated a transformation, which is undesirable and should, if possible, be avoided. 
Transformations alter the relative distance between data points, which may lead to complications 
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in interpreting the data in certain cases (Osborne, 2002).  
It is unclear why the Physical Function variable’s distribution exhibited such a floor 
effect in this sample; however, there are two likely hypotheses. First, it is possible that the skew 
in Physical Function scores is simply a characteristic of the population under study. The fact that 
participants are in such a condition as to require post-acute rehabilitation and/or supported 
housing suggests that the floor effect noted in the Physical Function distributions may accurately 
represent the scores of the entire population. Second, while the number of participants in this 
study was large enough to satisfy the statistical requirements of the chosen analyses (Cohen, 
1992), the sample size did not go much beyond these minimum requirements and can be 
characterized as relatively small. Therefore, the sample may have contained a skew in scores that 
would not have been seen in a larger sample. According to the Central Limit Theorem, samples 
approach normality as their size (n) approaches infinity (Warner, 2012). Therefore, it would be 
desirable in future research to obtain a large enough sample size that this distribution 
approximates normality. 
The absence of anticipated relationships precluded further analyses. The major 
limitation of this study was the absence of the anticipated significant relationships in the initial 
bivariate correlation analyses. I had originally intended to address research questions #2, #3, and 
#4 using multiple regression analysis; however, given the absence of statistically significant 
linear relationships between variables, multiple regression analysis would not have provided 
additional information beyond what could already be seen in scatterplots. Further, and more 
specifically, the absence of a statistically significant linear relationship between 6-month family 
stress and 18-month physical function rendered further investigation of my research questions 
rather meaningless. Without this significant correlation, it is impossible to say whether there 
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exists a predictive relationship within which to investigate moderation effects.  
Future Directions 
 The absence of anticipated significant relationships in the initial stages of investigation 
precluded full examination of the applicability of the Stress-Buffering Model to clients of  
post-acute ABI rehabilitation and support services. Certainly, it is possible that these 
relationships simply do not exist in this population and that there are no buffering effects to be 
investigated. However, future researchers may want to consider attempting to replicate this 
study’s findings, in light of its startling lack of statistically significant relationships. Cohen 
(1994) maintains that psychological researchers too often rely on the oft-misunderstood p value, 
and may reject (or fail to reject) null hypotheses prematurely based on this value alone. Cohen 
argues that instead, psychological research should rely as much on replication as does research in 
other sciences. In attempting to replicate the current findings, future researchers should consider 
the construct validity of their measure. Further, in assessing the construct validity of a social 
support measure, it would be prudent to consider not only whether the measure truly assesses 
social support, but whether it assesses structural support, functional support, or a combination of 
the two, as the type of support examined may influence results.  
Future research should continue to take into consideration the independent predictors of 
ABI outcome included in this study, as well as others that were not included. Due to limitations 
of this study’s data set, I could not study and/or control for the complete list of these factors. 
Further, those factors that were included in the present analyses had a significant amount of 
missing data. Obtaining, studying, and/or controlling for an exhaustive list of these predictive 
factors will constitute an important step toward untangling the significance and direction of the 
impact of all of them on recovery of physical function following ABI. When addressing these 
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factors, researchers should pay specific attention to the potential for multicollinearity between 
family stress and friend support.  
 Another future research direction is to consider other models of stress and social support 
that may be applicable in the post-acute rehabilitation setting. The literature addressing the 
effects of both stress and social support on other medical and non-medical populations strongly 
suggests that these constructs would play some role in the physical health and functional 
recovery of individuals who have sustained an ABI. Even if the Stress-Buffering Model proves 
to be inapplicable in this setting and with this population, it is possible that another model is 
relevant. Conversely, it is possible that discovery of the exact mechanisms of impact of family 
stress and friend support on physical function outcomes will point toward the establishment of a 
new model. Parsing out exactly how family stress, social support, and physical function are 
related in the context of post-acute brain injury rehabilitation is key in the development of more 
focused, person-centered interventions that may optimize recovery for the millions of Americans 
and others living with ABI-related disability. 
Summary 
The incidence of ABI is on the rise in the United States, and several groups—including 
youth, older adults, males, military members, and rural residents—are at elevated risk not only 
for sustaining an ABI, but also for living with a long-term, ABI-related disability. With 3.2 to 5.3 
million Americans (1.1-1.7%) currently living with such disabilities, the lifetime costs of acute 
medical care, post-acute rehabilitation, lost wages, and other associated expenses currently 
number in the hundreds of billions. As injury prevention efforts are implemented and treatment 
advances are made, these costs continue to rise, highlighting the necessity of optimizing recovery 
and restoring more injured individuals to independence. Unfortunately, it is impossible to predict 
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how well one will recover from ABI based on the nature of the injury alone. Personal and 
contextual factors such as early access to rehabilitation, injury severity, age, associated injuries, 
pre-trauma substance abuse status and education level, race and culture, sex, type of injury, and 
level of self-awareness influence the recovery process.  
There is reason to speculate that social support and family stress also influence this 
recovery process. The presence of social support has been found to have a positive impact on 
physical health in many populations across the world. Unfortunately, social support networks 
tend to decline after ABI, as friends begin to feel overwhelmed by permanent changes in the 
injured individual. In contrast, family stress—which generally increases following ABI—has 
been found to have a negative effect on physical function in several groups, including medical 
and psychiatric populations.  
Several potential mechanisms of the relationship between social support and health have 
been proposed. The Stress-Buffering Model—which proposes that social support influences 
physical health by ameliorating or negating the negative physical effects of stress—is the most 
widely known model that incorporates both stress and social support. Given the presence, 
trajectories, and potential impacts of both of these constructs following ABI, investigating 
whether the Stress-Buffering Model applies to clients of post-acute ABI rehabilitation and 
support programs is timely and relevant. This study explored this question by examining ratings 
on the Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory—Fourth Edition (MPAI-4), a questionnaire 
designed to assess the overall functioning of clients in the aforementioned settings. MPAI-4 
ratings, as well as personal and contextual information pertinent to functional recovery after 
ABI, were obtained from OutcomeInfo, a national MPAI-4 database.  
 Research questions for this study were designed to address the concurrent relationships 
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between family stress, social support, and physical function at three different time points; the 
predictive power of family stress on physical function outcomes one year later; and the 
moderating effects of social support on this predictive relationship. Results of bivariate Pearson 
correlation analyses revealed almost no significant relationships among the variables of interest, 
aside from a significant correlation between 18-month friend support and 18-month physical 
function. It is important to note that this correlation is vulnerable to this study’s high experiment-
wise error rate and may very well have emerged as statistically significant by chance. Based on 
the dearth of significant relationships observed in initial analyses, partial correlations were run 
controlling for several demographic and injury variables both individually and simultaneously. 
These analyses revealed significance patterns very similar to those observed in initial bivariate 
correlations. The absence of a significant relationship between 6-month family stress and 18-
month physical function rendered it impossible to report with confidence whether there exists a 
predictive relationship between the two constructs; therefore, planned multiple regression 
analyses were not ultimately conducted. 
 Surprisingly, none of the relationships that were expected to emerge in this study proved 
to be significant. The nine that reached the threshold of statistical significance must be 
interpreted with extreme caution, as the family-wise error rate of this study suggests that 14 to 15 
correlations should be expected to emerge as significant even in the absence of reliable 
relationships. Further, only one of these statistically significant correlations reached Cohen’s 
(1992) definition of a medium effect, indicating that most would not be practically meaningful in 
an applied setting. The absence of statistical significance observed in this study may have 
stemmed from any of several factors. First, it is possible that ABI is an inherently different 
construct than any others studied in relation to family stress and social support; therefore, it is 
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possible that the Stress-Buffering Model truly does not apply in this context. Second, the 
variables used in this study may not have had sufficient construct validity. Third, it is  
possible—even likely—that the Friend Support variable tapped structural, rather than functional, 
social support. Given that buffering effects have been observed more often in relation to 
functional support, this may very well account for some of the lack of significant relationships. 
Finally, the absence of information regarding who rated the MPAI-4 questionnaire in each case 
represents an important confound, as Malec (2004) observed significant differences among 
MPAI-4 ratings by persons with ABI, significant others, and rehabilitation staff.  
 This study was limited by the fact that the floor effect observed in the Physical Function 
variable necessitated an arcsine transformation, as transformations are undesirable if they can be 
avoided. Another limitation was the fact that the absence of significant anticipated relationships 
precluded further exploration of the actual buffering mechanisms that this study was intended to 
address. Future researchers should carefully consider construct validity and the measurement of 
structural versus functional social support. They should also continue to consider the roles of 
factors already known to independently predict functional outcome after ABI. Finally, future 
research in this area should explore other models of family stress and friend support that may 
apply to this population and in this setting. Even if the Stress-Buffering Model proves to be 
inapplicable, it is likely that these constructs play some roles in the functional recovery of ABI 
patients. It is important to define these roles, so that professionals can continue to tailor and 
target interventions in order to optimize functional recovery.             
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The Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory—Fourth Edition (MPAI-4) Relevant Items2 
 
0 None 1 Mild problem 






2 Mild problem; 
interferes with 
activities 5-24% 









activities  more 
than 75% of the 
time 
Part A. Abilities 
1. Mobility:  Problems walking or moving; balance problems that interfere with moving about 
2. Use of hands:  Impaired strength or coordination in one or both hands 
6. Motor speech:  Abnormal clearness or rate of speech; stuttering 
Figure A1. MPAI-4 Abilities Index: Physical Function variable. This figure shows the items of 
the Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory (MPAI-4; Malec, 2005) that will contribute to this 
study’s Physical Function variable. Physical Function scores will be obtained by averaging Items 
#1, #2, and #6.  
 
21. Family/significant relationships:  Interactions with close others; describe stress within the 
family or those closest to the person with brain injury; “family functioning” means cooperating 
to accomplish those tasks that need to be done to keep the household running 
 
0 Normal stress 




1 Mild stress that 
does not interfere 
with family 
functioning 




24% of the time 




75% of the time 




than 75% of the 
time 
Figure A2. MPAI-4 Item #21: Family Stress variable. This figure shows Item #21 of the Mayo-
Portland Adaptability Inventory (MPAI-4; Malec, 2005), ratings for which will constitute this 
study’s Family Stress variable. 
 
23. Social contact with friends, work associates, and other people who are not family, significant 
                                                 
2 Reprinted with permission from James Malec, Ph.D., developer of the MPAI-4. See Appendix G for written 
permission documents.  
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74% of normal 
participation for 
age) 
4 No or rare 
involvement with 
others (less than 
25% of normal 
interaction for 
age) 
Figure A3. MPAI-4 Item #23: Friend Support variable. This figure shows Item #23 of the Mayo-
Portland Adaptability Inventory (MPAI-4; Malec, 2005), ratings for which will constitute this 
study’s Friend Support variable. 
  












Figure B2. Histogram of 12-month family stress scores before data cleaning. 
0=Normal stress within family 
1=Mild stress that does not 
    interfere with family functioning 
2=Mild stress that interferes with 
    family functioning 5-24% of 
    the time 
3=Moderate stress that interferes 
    with family functioning 5-24% 
    of the time 
4=Severe stress that interferes with 
    family functioning more than 
    75% of the time 
0=Normal stress within family 
1=Mild stress that does not 
    interfere with family functioning 
2=Mild stress that interferes with 
    family functioning 5-24% of 
    the time 
3=Moderate stress that interferes 
    with family functioning 5-24% 
    of the time 
4=Severe stress that interferes with 
    family functioning more than 
    75% of the time 













0=Normal stress within family 
1=Mild stress that does not 
    interfere with family functioning 
2=Mild stress that interferes with 
    family functioning 5-24% of 
    the time 
3=Moderate stress that interferes 
    with family functioning 5-24% 
    of the time 
4=Severe stress that interferes with 
    family functioning more than 
    75% of the time 
0=Normal interaction with others 
1=Mild difficulty in social 
    situations but maintains normal 
    involvement with others 
2=Mildly limited involvement with 
    others (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
3=Moderately limited involvement 
    with others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement with 
    others (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 









Figure B6. Histogram of 18-month friend support scores before data cleaning.  
 
  
0=Normal interaction with others 
1=Mild difficulty in social 
    situations but maintains normal 
    involvement with others 
2=Mildly limited involvement with 
    others (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
3=Moderately limited involvement 
    with others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement with 
    others (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
0=Normal interaction with others 
1=Mild difficulty in social 
    situations but maintains normal 
    involvement with others 
2=Mildly limited involvement with 
    others (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
3=Moderately limited involvement 
    with others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement with 
    others (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 









Figure B8. Histogram of change in friend support scores before data cleaning. 
  
0=Normal interaction with others 
1=Mild difficulty in social 
    situations but maintains normal 
    involvement with others 
2=Mildly limited involvement with 
    others (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
3=Moderately limited involvement 
    with others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement with 
    others (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
0=Normal interaction with others 
1=Mild difficulty in social 
    situations but maintains normal 
    involvement with others 
2=Mildly limited involvement with 
    others (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
3=Moderately limited involvement 
    with others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement with 
    others (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 









Figure B10. Histogram of 12-month physical function scores before data cleaning. 
  
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not interfere 
    with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not interfere 
    with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 




Figure B11. Histogram of 18-month physical function scores before data cleaning. 
  
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not interfere 
    with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 




Scatterplots of Raw Data Before Data Cleaning 
 
 




Figure C2. Scatterplot of 6-month friend support and 6-month physical function scores before 
data cleaning.  
Physical Function Ratings 
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not  
    interfere with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
Physical Function Ratings 
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not interfere 
    with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
Friend Support Ratings 
0=Normal interaction w/ others 
1=Mild difficulty w/ social situations, 
    but normal involvement w/ others     
2=Mildly limited involvement w/ 
    Others  (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
3=Moderately limited involvement 
    w/ others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement w/ others 
    (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
Family Stress Ratings 
0=Normal stress within family 
1=Mild stress that does not 
    interfere with family functioning 
2=Mild stress;  interferes w/ 
    family functioning 5-24% of 
    the time 
3=Moderate stress, interferes 
    w/ family functioning 5-24% 
    of the time 
4=Severe stress; interferes with 
    family functioning more than 
    75% of the time 
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Figure C4. Scatterplot of 12-month friend support and 12-month physical function scores before 
data cleaning. 
  
Family Stress Ratings 
0=Normal stress within family 
1=Mild stress that does not 
    interfere with family functioning 
2=Mild stress;  interferes w/ 
    family functioning 5-24% of 
    the time 
3=Moderate stress, interferes 
    w/ family functioning 5-24% 
    of the time 
4=Severe stress; interferes with 
    family functioning more than 
    75% of the time 
Physical Function Ratings 
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not  
    interfere with activities 
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    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
Physical Function Ratings 
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not  
    interfere with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
Friend Support Ratings 
0=Normal interaction w/ others 
1=Mild difficulty w/ social situations, 
    but normal involvement w/ others     
2=Mildly limited involvement w/ 
    Others  (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
3=Moderately limited involvement 
    w/ others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement w/ others 
    (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
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Figure C6. Scatterplot of 18-month friend support and 18-month physical function scores before 
data cleaning. 
  
Physical Function Ratings 
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not 
    interfere with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
Friend Support Ratings 
0=Normal interaction w/ others 
1=Mild difficulty w/ social situations, 
    but normal involvement w/ others     
2=Mildly limited involvement w/ 
    Others  (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
3=Moderately limited involvement 
    w/ others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement w/ others 
    (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
Physical Function Ratings 
0=None 
1=Mild problem, but does not 
    interfere with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
3=Moderate problem; interferes with 
    activities 25-75% of the time 
4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
Family Stress Ratings 
0=Normal stress within family 
1=Mild stress that does not 
    interfere with family functioning 
2=Mild stress;  interferes w/ 
    family functioning 5-24% of 
    the time 
3=Moderate stress, interferes 
    w/ family functioning 5-24% 
    of the time 
4=Severe stress; interferes with 
    family functioning more than 
    75% of the time 
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Figure C8. Scatterplot of 6-month family stress and change in friend support scores before data 
cleaning. 
  
Family Stress Ratings 
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    interfere with family functioning 
2=Mild stress;  interferes w/ 
    family functioning 5-24% of 
    the time 
3=Moderate stress, interferes 
    w/ family functioning 5-24% 
    of the time 
4=Severe stress; interferes with 
    family functioning more than 
    75% of the time 
Friend Support Ratings 
0=Normal interaction w/ others 
1=Mild difficulty w/ social situations, 
    but normal involvement w/ others     
2=Mildly limited involvement w/ 
    Others  (75-95% of normal 
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3=Moderately limited involvement 
    w/ others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement w/ others 
    (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
Friend Support Ratings 
0=Normal interaction w/ others 
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2=Mildly limited involvement w/ 
    Others  (75-95% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
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    w/ others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement w/ others 
    (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
Family Stress Ratings 
0=Normal stress within family 
1=Mild stress that does not 
    interfere with family functioning 
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    the time 
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    w/ family functioning 5-24% 
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    family functioning more than 
    75% of the time 
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Figure C10. Scatterplot of cumulative friend support and 18-month physical function scores 
before data cleaning.  
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    family functioning 5-24% of 
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    Others  (75-95% of normal 
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3=Moderately limited involvement 
    w/ others (25-74% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
4=No or rare involvement w/ others 
    (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
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Figure C11. Scatterplot of change in friend support and 18-month physical function scores 
before data cleaning. 
 
 
Figure C12. Scatterplot of cumulative friend support and change in friend support scores before 
data cleaning.  
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4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
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4=No or rare involvement w/ others 
    (less than 25% of normal 
    interaction for age) 
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4=No or rare involvement w/ others 
    (less than 25% of normal 
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Histograms of Transformed Physical Function Scores 
 
 
Figure D1. Histogram of 6-month physical function scores after arcsine transformation. 
 
 
Figure D2. Histogram of 12-month physical function scores after arcsine transformation. 
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1=Mild problem, but does not interfere 
    with activities 
2=Mild problem; interferes with 
    activities 5-24% of the time 
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4=Severe problem; interferes with 
    activities more than 75% of the time 
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    activities 25-75% of the time 
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    activities more than 75% of the time 
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Figure D3. Histogram of 18-month physical function scores after arcsine transformation. 
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Histograms of Physical Function Scores After Transformation and Outlier Removal 
 
 
Figure E1. Histogram of 6-month physical function scores after data cleaning. 
 
 
Figure E2. Histogram of 12-month physical function scores after data cleaning. 
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1=Mild problem, but does not interfere 
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    activities more than 75% of the time 
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Figure E3. Histogram of 18-month physical function scores after data cleaning.  
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Scatterplots of Raw Data After Data Cleaning 
 
 




Figure F2. Scatterplot of 6-month friend support and 6-month physical function scores after data 
cleaning. 
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Figure F3. Scatterplot of 12-month family stress and 12-month physical function scores after 
data cleaning.  
 
 
Figure F4. Scatterplot of 12-month friend support and 12-month physical function scores after 
data cleaning.  
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Figure F8. Scatterplot of 6-month family stress and change in friend support scores after data 
cleaning. 
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Figure F10. Scatterplot of cumulative friend support and 18-month physical function scores after 
data cleaning. 
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Figure F12. Scatterplot of change in friend support and cumulative friend support scores after 
data cleaning.  
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Good morning, Dr. Malec. 
 
My name is Emily Pearce, and I am a doctoral candidate in Clinical Psychology at Antioch 
University New England. You may or may not remember me, as we spoke over email a couple of 
years ago when I was first starting my dissertation process. You put me in contact with Mr. 
Thomas Murphy and my dissertation, entitled "The Stress-Buffering Model of Social Support in 
Post-Acute Brain Injury Rehabilitation," uses MPAI-4 data culled from OutcomeInfo. 
 
I am writing to ask permission to re-publish a few MPAI-4 items (specifically, items #1, #2, #6, #21, 
and #23) in an appendix to my dissertation. I have attached them to this email as they appear in 
my work. My dissertation will be published in the Proquest Dissertations and Theses Database (a 
Print on Demand publisher), which can be accessed at http://www.proquest.com/products-
services/pqdt.html, the Ohiolink Electronic Theses and Dissertations Center, an open access 
archive that can be accessed at https://etd.ohiolink.edu/, and the AURA: Antioch University 
Repository and Archive, an open access archive that can be accessed at 
http://aura.antioch.edu/.  
 
Please feel free to bring up any questions or concerns that you may have, and thank you for your 





Emily Pearce, M.S. 
Psy.D Candidate 








Congratulations on completing your dissertation!  And yes, you have permission to reprint the 
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